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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
Let the World Be the ·world
Once upon a time, a very long time ago, people used
to criticize theologians because they too often failed to
relate their musings about first and last things to the
everyday life of the world. Interpreters of the divine,
it was said, needed to connect their abstract theological
systems and moral reflections to the mundane, the prosaic, the quotidian.
And so theologians, being accommodating people
and wanting, like all of us, to be needed and attended
to, brought the transcendent down to earth. It landed,
unfortunately, with something of a thud , and has lain
there, in more or less critical condition, ever since. Religion, by definition, has to do with the transcendent,
and when the sense of transcendence gets lost or misappropriated, religious thought is accordingly weakened or distorted.
Having descended from the ethereal, theology threatens to engulf the material. It has become the most imperialistic of disciplines, taking all heaven and earth
for its province. Theologians feel themselves enjoinedand apparently qualified-to address themselves to all
issues under the sun. Armed with little more than an
impassioned conscience and a handful of proof-texts,
the typical preacher/moralist is ready to take on the
world and proclaim the definitive word of God concerning any pressing political, economic, or cultural dilemma. From Left to Right, from neo-Marxism over to
fundamentalism, popular theologians display an extraordinary assurance as to the application of the divine
will to earthly concerns. Ambiguities, complexities, and
contingencies dissolve in the presence of earnest moralizing.
Perhaps it simply goes with the territory. If Christianity enjoins humility as the characteristic virtue of
its practitioners, it tends to engender humility's opposite among its interpreters. Guardians of the sacred
mysteries are perhaps understandably given to confusing their own authority with the authority they as
priests are meant to communicate. Whatever the reasons, theologians appear peculiarly prone to instant
absolutisms, to demonstrations by blanket assertion, to
invocations of serene certitude ("the biblical witness
requires [fill in the blank]") even when those absolutisms, assertions, and certitudes contradict each other
according to the random ideologies of those proclaiming them.
And if the grandiose is somehow avoided, the trivial
lies in wait. So we are subjected to "theologies" of everyMarch, 1984

thing imaginable: if God created it or suffers it to exist,
the reasoning apparently goes, he must desire a theology for it. From such assumptions arise articles like
"The Super Bowl as Religious Festival" in the February
22 issue of The Christian Century. The article, by Joseph
L. Price, is all too typical of a certain genre of theological reflection.
Most of us, theological innocents that we are, supposed that the Super Bowl is just a football game blown
up to dubious proportions by commercial and media
hype. But no, it is actually a "major religious festival
foi: American culture," an event that brings together
sports, politics, and myth in celebration of prototypical
national themes of aggression and pseudo-innocence.
The act of carrying the "ritual object" (the football, silly)
into the "inmost sanctuary" (that's the end zone) of the
opponent reflects a "cosmogonic myth" of possession
repeating "the paradigmatic work of the gods" (would
you doubt Mircea Eliade?) . The violent manner in
which this "primordial act of creation" is carried out
reflects the frontier aggression of America, with its
"displacement of natives" and "infringement on their
hunting space." (The author doesn't know the half of it.
How could he have missed that the losers in this year's
game-the Redskins, of course-were defeated by the
Raiders? Significance looms.)
The unearned innocence (displacement onto Godmanifest destiny-of the responsibility for the act of
aggression) emerged at half-time where "the theme of
righteousness" dominated a Walt Disney extravaganza
featuring performers dressed in whites and pastels (innocence, get it?). The visual effect "was an overwhelming sensation of cleanliness and purity" and the bland
music reinforced the sense of "whiteness" (no complexifying soul music at the Super Bowl). There's more, but
you get the idea.
One case in point, of course, does not an argument
make, and there's always the danger of oversignifying
the overinterpreters. We could let matters drop simply
by remarking that even as a cigar is sometimes just a
cigar, so a football game is almost always just a football
game. But Mr. Price is no "awful example" -or anyway,
he is just an example. This sort of thing pops up everywhere, and its omnipresence is cause for dismay.
Theologians would do well to let the world be the
world and to concentrate their energies on those particular areas of God's intellectual creation over which
he has granted them jurisdiction. They might in the
process even rediscover the consolations and glories
of transcendence.
Cl
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The Rhetoric of Nuclear War
Words and the Potency of Things

Philip N. Gilbertson
During the Bikini Island atomic bomb testing in 1946,
William Shurcliff, official historian of Operation Crossroads, reported the frustrating difficulty of describing
the events: "No adequate vocabulary existed . . .. The
vocabulary bottleneck continued for months even
among the scientific groups .... " It took more months
to finally agree on terminology. 1 The complex interplay of experience and language is no better evident
than during such an episode of history when old boundaries of experience have been transgressed by a novel
event.
Most of us can recall brief moments when we were
caught speechless by an utterly new event and were reminded again of the limitation as well as the power of
the word to make sense of experience that thrusts us
beyond the bounds of our known world . Mankind 's
Adamic power to name the emerging world becomes a
social crisis when the boundary-breaking experience
reaches across the planet, as when Marx took a hard look
around and saw "all that is solid melts into air," and
prompted a century of new conversation. "Words are
inadequate tools for the job of acquainting those not
present" with the effects of that first blast at Trinity Site,
records Brigadier General Thomas Farrell, yet Oppenheimer's famous reference to the Bhagavad Gita-"I
am become Death, the shatterer of worlds"-triggered
a new generation of conversation, and each new attempt
to address the meaning of the nuclear age reasserts the
power and limits of language to fabricate our visions of
destruction and to shape our understanding of its
threat.2
Amid all the awesome nuclear hardware runs the human dialogue to give it meaning. Robert Lifton describes the nuclear age as a time of "radical futurelessness," an apocalyptic awareness of the "firebreak" between conventional and nuclear war.3 Living with one
foot over that boundary, we are at pains to describe
_ what we see beyond it.
But trying to describe what lies beyond that boundary

Philip N. Gilbertson is chairman of the Department of English and of the Humanities Division at Texas Lutheran College
in Seguin. An abbreviated version of this article was presented
at the Association of Lutheran College Faculties annual conference at Thiel College, October 8, 1983.
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is what we must do in order to comprehend what these
weapons mean. Thus any adequate consideration of the
prospects of nuclear war must include careful listening
to nuclear war talk, and that talk is often confusing.
Because the language about nuclear war is never merely
pedagogic, but inevitably political, this talk moves beyond the art of suasion, or advising, into the more complex art of persuasion, called rhetoric, the creative communication which convinces and induces belief. Rhetoric
calls attention to speaker and listener who are engaged
through purposeful message. The purpose of the talk
defines the audience, while at the same time the audience
fashions the speaker's purpose in a continuous rhetorical
menage a trois. By paying attention to the rhetorical
aspect of the nuclear conversation, we may be able to
make better sense of what is said.
Distinct communities often speak nuclear war talk
differently, and they usually do so because their purposes differ. As separate conversations mix with other
larger ones, it is no surprise that we-and even more
so our students-come to cross-purposes and confusion.
In this brief discussion of nuclear war rhetoric, I will
examine two aspects of how attention to rhetoric- how
we say what we say to whom-can clarify important differences in this larger conversation. By first sorting out
differing purposes of nuclear war talk, we then might
see more clearly that to convey the reality of the nuclear
peril at all adequately in the conversation, we must
acknowledge our reliance on the figurative language of
the arts as well as the discursive language of the sciences.
I

This relationship between discursive and figurative
language is evident even in the smaller conversations
within academic communities. Consider, for example,
the rhetorical triangle of speaker-purpose-audience at
work among a community of natural scientists and then
among a group of social scientists. A few years ago I
1

Qu oted in Stephen Hilgartner. Richard C . Bell , and Rory O'Connor.
Nukespeak: Th e Selling of Nuclear Technology in Amen·ca (N .Y ..
1982). p. 219 .

2

In Leslie R. Groves , Now It Can Be Told: The Story of the ManhattanProject (N .Y .. 1962 ). pp. 437-38 ; reprinted in Robert} . Lifton
and Richard Falk. Indef ensible Weapons: The Political and Psychological Case Against Nuclearism (N.Y .. 1982). p. 88 .
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Lifton a nd Falk. p. 67.
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Jonathan Schell becomes a kind of Tiresias, a blind prophet who, though he cannot perceive
the facts of a future global holocaust, m oves his listeners by envisioning the truth of it.

listened in on a small portion of their conversations by
reading all the articles on nuclear weapons and the nuclear arms race in two periodicals, Scientific American and
Foreign Affairs, from 1970-1980. 4 The rhetoric in the Scientzfic American articles almost invariably conforms to
the restrained conversation among skilled technicians
analyzing the capabilities and limitations of nuclear
hardware and "delivery systems." Speaker and audience
know each other's expectations : to transmit information
through the language of descriptive and expository
prose which assumes a gen e ral proficiency in the
sciences.
When, however, a speaker turns his attention , even
briefly, beyond technical explanation to express concern for the human consequences of nuclear weapons,
the rhetoric usually signals the adjusted purpose
through explicitly figurative language, which plunges
through the monologue of classification and analysis.
For example, when writers of an article on nuclear weapons budgets turn their attention to the consequences
of spiraling nuclear arms production, the urgency of
their concern is expressed in explicit metaphor: they
carry forward the analogy of the tightly wound spring
of spiraling arms production- "the risk is that the overwound spring will break, and the nations with it." 5
In Foreign Affairs, the broad concerns of policy permit
more open expressions of uneasiness and urgency during
a decade of accelerating nuclear technology. Hence the
trade language of the political scientist or the military
historian gives way more frequently to the lively dramatic punch of a seasoned diplomat: " 'the United States is
no longer willing to risk Chicago for Paris'"; or the
strained simile and glaring analogy of the politician
groping for eloquence: "No one pretends [that victory
in a major nuclear war] would be anything more than
a grim joke-like placing a laurel wreath on the brow
of a victor whose back is broken"; or non-nuclear nations
agreeing in principle to nonproliferation: "When you
have five, or even six, idiot children, it's time to practice birth control."6
What is evident in these conversations on nuclear war
among scientists and statesmen is the change in tone
and emphasis-no, it is a temporary change in purpose
-as the conversation shifts from the dialogue of in4

Only twenty-two of 96 0 artic les in Scientific A merican di scussed the
topic, although every nuclear article was the lead one; some twenty
nuclear articles in Foreign Affairs constitute about 5 per ce nt of the
total number of articles over the decade.

5

Philip Morrison and Paul F. Walker, "A New Strategy for Military
Spending. " Scientzfic American. 239. #4 (October 1978). 50.

6

In the following articles respectively: Walter F. Hahn, " Nuclear Balance in Europe," Foreign Affairs, 50, #3 (April 19 72). 507; Loui s J.
Halle, " Does War H ave A Future?" Foreign Affairs, 52, # 1 (October
1973). 22 ; Lincoln P. Bloomfield . " Nuclear Spread a nd World Order ," Foreign Affairs, 53, #4 (July 1975), 744.
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formed professionals plying their analytical skills to
manage what all of them would readily admit is a wild
child in their midst, shifts from this language of the
office to the immediacy of felt emotion. To listen to the
rhetoric of nuclear war is to hear changes of tone in the
voices as one rhetorical purpose unfolds into a larger
one.
To clarify my point about shifts in rhetorical purpose, consider what Jonathan Schell does in The Fate
of the Earth. From the vantage point of rhetoric, the
work builds into a threnody both subdued and severe,
not unlike an extended sermon of Protestant Puritanism. At times, the voice we hear in Schell's book recalls
the grave, impassioned eloquence of Jonathan Edwards. As one commentator notes, "Both authors want
to arouse their communities out of mortal numbness,
to make language an instrument of conversion."7 And
both writers do so through the emotive power of figurative language as a testimony of human truth.
While the rhetorical stance of Schell's book
is frequently the discursive voice of
methodical analysis, the presiding voice
is dramatic, urgent, and prophetic.

Listening to Schell reminds us that rhetoric is the art
of persuasion, for h'e must range creatively through
language to find ways to describe the second nuclear
war for sophisticated general readers. While Schell
explicitly rejects the procedure of resorting to fiction,
and in his "investigative modesty" seeks "rough probabilities of various results," he nonetheless asks his
listeners to become "historians of the future," and thus
permits himself poetry.s Schell becomes a kind of
Tiresias, a blind prophet who, though he cannot perceive the facts of a future global holocaust, moves his
listeners by envisioning the truth of it. While the rhetorical stance of the book is frequently the discursive voice
of methodical analysis, the presiding voice , however
subdued, is dramatic, urgent, and prophetic.
Like the Book of Amos, Schell closes his account with
a prophetic challenge to individual and corporate spiritual conversion, conversion from a corruptive politics.
Citing a vari~ty of Scriptures from the Gospels to
Gandhi to Auden, Schell harkens readers to confession
and transformation, to personal renewal and social rebirth in order to "reinvent the world."
Not surprisingly, this polemical edge has not been
well received in some circles of the growing nuclear
7

John Elder, "Seeing Through The Fire: Writers in The Nuclear Age ,"
New England Rev iew and Bread Loaf Quarterly, V , # 4 (Summer
1983 ), 648 .

8 Th e Fate of the Earth (N.Y.. 1982 ), pp. 25 and 21.
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It is commonplace for prophets to be notoriously sket chy about political programs. Schell's
immediate call is for mass conversion, a change of heart as his list eners ponder the nuclear abyss .

conversation. If we can set aside the dispute over the
accuracy of Schell's scenarios of global extinction, the
sharpest criticism of the book is devoted mostly to the
final dozen pages, where the rhetoric clearly moves into
high gear. When the late Herman Kahn himself ackknowledges that Schell is "a prose stylist with an apocalyptic vision, " we may sense that many of Schell's
critics do recognize in his talk a rhetoric of another
order than their own.
Kahn suspects that Schell has slipped by our critical
ears with his peculiar brand of rhetoric: "There may
also be something like the religious art syndrome at
work here-one doesn't criticize the painting of Christ
because the subject itself is above criticism.''9 Ignoring
Kahn's rude knowledge of art criticism in this remark ,
we can see that he is trying to isolate a most significant
feature of Schell's work: the book speaks not as the
anonymous report of the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, but as a voice of prophecy.
Michael Kinsley , editor of Harper's, invents another
ten.n for Schell's prophetic voice: "apocalyptic bigthink.''10 While Kinsley accurately punctures the pretentious talk that invades Schell's text from time to time ,
Kinsley, like Kahn , seems not to recognize the essential
rhetorical stance of the work . Kinsley calls Schell's rhetorical method "basically bullying rather than argument." What Kinsley apparently resents is the use of
language to build a cumulative emotional power to
elicit more than intellectual assent in his listeners. Kinsley argues that Schell engages in "hothouse reasoning"
which is guarded from the "chill of common sense," and
finally condemns the tone as both sinister and criminal: .
"The pomp is intended to intimidate, and the moral
solemnity is a form of blackmail."
These censures by Kinsley may indeed sound reasonable as critical commentary on the inflated oratory
of Puritan sermon literature, and Edwards ' "Sinners in
the Hands of an Angry God" may be an appropriate
example. While both Edwards and Schell attempt to
engender dread in their listeners, however, they do so
because in their eyes immediate reality is imperiled.
Yet neither one, after all , resorts to panic, but passionately argues his case. Rather than a challenge to Schell's
reasonable use of available data, Kinsley's indictment
of blackmail simply demonstrates that he cannot accept
Schell's description of our fate any more than we can
accept Edwards'.
So it is no surprise that Schell 's call for conversion
raises the charge of spiritual extortion in this unbeliever
9

" Apocalyptic Panic Is No He!p. " 'Fortu ne, June 28. 1982. repri nted
in Th e Apocalyptic Premise: Nuclear A rms Debated, ed . E rnest W.
Lefever and E . Stephen Hunt (Washington, 1982), p. 23 7.

10 " Nuclear H olocaust in Perspective," Harper's, May 198 2, reprinted

who finds the world's soul in no serious danger of perdition by nuclear conflagration. Schell's assessment of
the fundamental nuclear peril differs from Kinsley's,
and that difference is underscored when Schell himself
alludes to another dark literary parallel to introduce
his grim account of the physical consequences of nuclear war. As if to signal his larger intent at the outset
of the work, Schell adapts Dante's purpose in The Inf erno to the inclining fate of our temporal world: "It
may be only by descending into this hell in imagination
now that we can hope to escape descending into it in
reality at some later time" (p. 5).
Kinsley and other critics are angered by Schell's sidestepping practical political solutions to the nuclear
dilemma. They should be grateful. Prophets have rarely
been deft politicians. In the closing pages Schell calls
for nothing less than inventing what most of us would
call a global paradise: a world free of national sovereignty and safe from wars. It is commonplace for prophets to be notoriously sketchy about political programs.
Schell's immediate call is for mass conversion, a change
of heart as his listeners ponder the nuclear abyss. And
as Frank Kermonde reminds us, humans do tend to see
apocalypse as a thrilling opportunity for advancement.!1
II

Kinsley remarks that Schell's "disaster scenarios" are
"the most interesting part of the book ." Whether we
agree or not, we can recognize why Kinsley may think
so: listeners and readers are animated by language
which is concrete, vivid, immediate . Schell's emphasis
early in the book on the imaginative effort required to
11

In The Se nse of an E nding (N.Y .. 1968).

On Abortion
Six Essays in One
Twenty-Four Page Folio
S ingle Copy . 35C
Ten Copies. 25C E•ch
Hundred Copies , 20C E•ch
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in Apocalyptic Premise. All qu otations are from pages 24 7 a nd 249 .
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The Aristotelian concept of rhetoric acknowledged that the art of persuasion required attractive
language, but the goal of rhetoric was the presentation of truth by appealing to the intellect.

comprehend nuclear war calls attention to my second
point: The rhetoric of nuclear war must rely on the
figurative language of the arts as well as the discursive
language of the sciences to convey the truth of the nuclear peril, and especially those of us who are teachers
of the art of language can help to illuminate that relationship. "Part of the horror of thinking about a holocaust," Schell tells us, "lies in the fact that it leads us to
supplant the human world with a statistical world; we
seek a human truth and come up with a handful of
figures" (p. 36). The arts always seek to restore that
human world.
By reflecting on rhetorical purposes, we can alert our
ears for the different messages moving about in the
nuclear conversation. We may tilt our ear more closely
toward the scientists of energy and engineering, of
pathology and political economy to sort out the welter
of arms race "facts," but from time to time these voices
search for words to express other, larger purposes, and
those words are often found in the language of the artist. It is not at all surprising that the most enduring
account of Hiroshima was written by a novelist, John
Hersey.
The Aristotelian concept of rhetoric acknowledged
that the art of persuasion required attractive language,
but the goal of rhetoric was the presentation of truth by
appealing to the intellect. Rhetoric was thus distinguished from poetics, the artful composition of presenting ideas emotionally and imaginatively. This ancient
distinction is less clear today , but it may help to sharpen
our understanding of the rhetorical stance in Schell's
book and clarify the role of the passionate, figurative
speech of the arts in the nuclear debate.
While Schell does finally conclude that to avert nuclear disaster the task "is nothing less than to reinvent
politics: to reinvent the world" (p. 226), what he calls for
most immediately in his listeners is an enlarged imagination directed toward humane values. We are reminded
of William Carlos Williams' dictum: "It is impossible to
remake the country? Quite so, but it is not impossible
to remake the country in the imagination ... I want to
place a value on everything I touch .... " 12 And imagination is revived through alert ears and eyes. The contemporary poet Marvin Bell says "the poet is a local
animal." It is this mastery of concrete reflection that
lures us in the artist's direction to envision our future.
Thus, we can animate a critical awareness of the rhetoric of nuclear war as we remind our students wherein
lies the forceful truth of poetry. Specifically, three qualities of language in the arts draw our attention: its concrete particularity, its suggestive subtlety, and its implied

12

Quoted in NER/ BLQ, p. 562.
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critique of all discourse.
While Schell wants us to see the vast scope of nuclear
destruction in industry, society, and the environment,
he also envisions for us the destruction "over and over
again, [of] the small collections of cherished things,
known landscapes, and beloved people that ma[k]e up the
immediate contents of individual lives" (p. 26). This impulse to focus the ear and the eye on the particular and
individual is crudely illustrated by the artist who was
dismayed by the news coverage of the New York rally
on the eve of the UN Special Session on Disarmament a
year ago June. He was struck by the contrast between
the news media's attention on the anonymous masses at
that event and his visit to Washington to witness the
58,000 individual names carved in marble on the new
Vietnam War Memorial. His artistic response was to
fashion a photo-mosaic of a mushroom cloud sixteen
feet squ are composed of 20,000 individual snapshots of
people. 1 3 Or, to use a classroom example, teachers of
literature know that a reading of Euripides' Trojan
Women can move students' hearts and minds toward contemplating the death of human generations as they ponder the murder of the infant Astyanax. We need only
mention contemporary correlatives. (I usually begin
with the dead infant in Picasso's Guernica.)
Any adequate assessment of the prospect of nuclear
war, then, requires the telling of the concrete particularity of lived experience through poetics: the compression
of dramatization, the complexity of lyrical thought and
emo tion, and the significance of epical seriousness.
Twenty-five years ago, Richard Wilbur called all of this
to our attention in his poem "Advice to a Prophet":
When you come , as you soon must , to the streets of our city ,
Mad-eyed from stating the obvious .
Not proclaiming our fall but begging us
In God's name to have self-pity,
Spare us all word of the weapons , their force a nd range ,
The long numbers that rocket the mind ;
Our slow, unreckoning hearts will be left behind.
Unable to fear what is too strange.
Nor shall you scare us with talk of the death of the race.
How should we dream of this place without us?-

"Speak of the world's own change," he responds, and
then he tells that change for us. "We could believe,"
he says,
every torrent burn
As Xanthus once , its gliding trout
Stunned in a twinkling. What should we be without
The dolphin's arc. the dove's return ,
These things in which we have seen ourse lves and spoken?

13

Nuclear Times, July. 1983 , p. 35.
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In the face of potential nuclear holocaust, the rhetoric must be not only the categorical
maxim "All men are mortal," but the personal admission: "My children will die."

Jacob Bronowski reminds us that in trying to mirror
the structure of reality, the language of the sciences
moves from metaphor to algorithms, from analogy to
formula. 15 "What distinguishes science," Bronowski
says, "is that it is a systematic attempt to establish closed
systems one after another" (p. 108). The strategy of artistic language, on the other hand, is perpetually to subpoena all systems into municipal court. In the face of
nuclear holocaust, the rhetoric must be not only the
categorical maxim "All men are mortal ," but the personal admission: "My children will die." The universality
of art lies not in its repeatability in order to generalize,
but in its particularity in order to recognize.
In addition to its concrete particularity, the language
of the arts fixes our attention toward truths through suggestive subtlety. Artistic language of distinction is subtle
in the sense that it is both delicate in meaning and intent
and also demanding of keen discernment. The language
of art thus calls us into intense reflection, into contemplation, into meditation. Calling attention to this feature
for students is commonplace in the classroom, of course,
but it requires particular attention when addressing the
public and political prospect of nuclear war.
The Summer 1983 issue of New England Review and
Bread Loaf Quarterly, devoted to "Writers in the Nuclear
Age," illustrates the point. Students profit if they can
hear the difference between those works which allow the
subtlety of language to work its way, as in the poems by
David Ignatow or William Stafford, and those broad- ·
sides of protestation impatient with language. For example, the prose work by the Native American writer
Chrystos, "No Rock Scorns Me as a Whore," begins
literally in italics : "Nothing short of completely altering
the whole culture will stop it." At the center of the piece
lies the kernel of a poem: "I decided that in a nuclear
holocaust, for certainly they will be stupid enough to
cause one if their history is any example, that I wanted
to be planting corn and squash. After there will be other
beings of some kind." But she ends: "I will be screaming
no no no more destruction in that last blinding light:" 16
Notwithstanding one commentator's assertion that

"this is poetic-political writing at its best," readers acquainted with works such as Ceremony by Leslie Silko,
another Native American poet, recognize that much of
the power of her novel lies in the richly evocative poetry
of Pueblo ceremonials which circumscribes the "witchery" of Los Alamos and Trinity Site in the book. Whereas
the poetry of Silko's work commands our intense reflection, Chrystos' work permits our students a smart
handshake and a good-bye.
Because the nuclear experience is so intensely political, it may demand the unusual artistic talent of such a
politically-charged poet as Pablo Neruda to successfully
join the nuclear dilemma to the political and economic
militarism that feeds it; to create, in other words, artistic
works which are sufficiently subtle to avoid naive or
simplistic notions about the politics of nuclear weapons.
We may be apt to uncover more thoughtful, complex
works in the arts of the Third World than in our own,
or among ethnic American artists who share something
of the rest of the world's perspective on the arms race,
as in the case of Leslie Silko.l 7
Third, besides its concreteness and subtlety, the language of the arts persists as a critique of all discourse .
The arts call into question all rhetorical motives by insisting that language pay attention to itself. Two perspectives in hermeneutics help to clarify this point. As one
literary scholar puts it, the enterprise of hermeneutics
undertakes both to "interpret in order not to be deceived"
and to "interpret in order to be replenished"; thus criticism in the arts may involve the "hermeneutics of suspicion" and the "hermeneutics of restoration."1 B
Now just as critical interpretation may move from one
to the other, from suspicion to restoration , so the arts
themselves may move our responses both ways: they
offer us not only the hope of restoration but also the
challenge of suspicion. The heuristic power of the arts
impels judgments of how we talk about ourselves and
human endeavors. From On the Beach to Dr. Strange/ave
to Testament, novels and paintings and films help to
shake the complacency out of nuclear deterrence talk
by forcing us to reexamine how we accommodate the
arms race.
In the body politic, the arts may be impotent, but still
important. If the duty of rhetoric is, as Richard Weaver
says in The Ethics of Rhetoric, "to bring together action and
understanding," this perspective on the power and purpose of language can be illuminated through the arts. 1 9
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Among Euro-American poets . for ex ample, Karl Sh apiro's "The
Progress of Faust," written almost forty years ago. still sta nd s out
as a n exception. But the Summer 198 3 issue of NER! BLQ and feminist poetry do offer promi se th at this situ ation is cha nging.
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Gi!es Gunn , " Literature a nd Religion." in Interrelations of Literature, ed . J.P. Barricelli and} . Gibaldi (N.Y .. 1982). p. 63.
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Th e Ethics of Rhetoric (Chicago, 1953 ), pp . 20-24 .
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Ask us . ask us whether with the worldles s rose
Our hearts sh all fail us ; come demanding
Whether there shall be lofty or long standing
When the bronze annals of the oak-tree close 14
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The Poems of Richard Wilbu r (N.Y., 1963 ). pp. 6-7 .
Th e Origins of Knowledge and Imagination (New H aven. 197 8),
p. 61.
From This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of
Color ( 1981 ). quoted in Barbara Smith , '" Fractiou s, Kicking. Messy,
Free': Feminist Writers Confront the Nuclear Abyss," NER/ BLQ.
pp. 590-91.
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Perhaps poetics can help to renew the
classical role of rhetoric in o ur classrooms.

To My Daughter
The classical understanding of rhetoric as a means for
citizens to be persuasive in a political environment requires the voice of prophecy and criticism the arts provide. Perhaps poetics can help to renew the classical
role of rhetoric in our classrooms, "the view that unites
language, thought, and action in the person."20
Returning for a final time to the rhetorical stance of
Jonathan Schell's book and to the critics who reject his
prophetic voice, I find Weaver's discussion of the adroit
rhetorician to be helpful. Weaver says that the "noble
rhetorician" who is accused of exaggeration can assert
that "true rhetoric is concerned with the potency of
things." The literalist fails to recognize "that potentiality
is a mode of existence, and that all prophecy is about
the tendency of things . The discourse of the noble rhetorician ... [is] about real potentiality or possible actuality, whereas that of the mere exaggerator is about unreal
potentiality." To help our students to understand the
difference between exaggeration and prophecy amid the
nuclear dilemma, we can offer them the language of
poetry, such as is evident even in the bloodless last
stanza of Stephen Dunn's "The Cocked Finger":
Now here comes
Hi story, pretending
it just wants to be understood .
It's begun to breathe hard .
and there's no record of it
ever being a lover. nor exhausted
from all that it's done .21

And if we believe that history has shown us love at
least once, we can then also celebrate with William Carlos
Williams:

When Did We See Thee, No. 18457?
Where were you when the night turned blue,
when sirens pierced its belly, sharp as
needles drawing blood?
Flattened, stunned,
against the alley wall?
Outracing hate
that scaled the trees to find you out?
Seeking doors that opened inward for an hour?

But for this stained cement not rain nor time
can cleanse-we'd say: we've won .
Un less you tell us why, you mother's child,
you friend surprised by ice, you victim of our
tough charade, you student of the afterthought

••
••

20 Susan Miller. "Classical Practice and Contemporary Basics ." in
The Rhetorical Tradition and Modern Writing, ed . by James j .
Murphy (N .Y. , 1982 ). p. 50 .
21

In NER/BLQ , p. 461.
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"Asphodel, That Greeny Flower." in The Selected Poems of William
Carlos Williams(N .Y .. I969 ). p. 152.
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Gary Fincke

Never mind. It's done: the catching you; the
flash of trial; the perfect cell; the
stencilled number on your emptied left breast
pocket.
Well. Now what?

If a man die
it is because death
has first

possessed his imagination.
But if he refuse deathno greater evil
can befall him
unless it be the death of love
meet him
in full career.
Then indeed
for him
the light has gone out.
But love and the imagination
are of a piece.
swift as the light
to avoid destruction .22

Though you want this day to begin again,
We must bury this clumsy thing that died
In your hands. And though its death
Was natural, I can comfort you not at all
With reassurance stories. I am
Dismayed, too, by this stiff body.
This is no museum; as much as this pet
Whose eyes refuse to close we are changing.
I could tell you now that capacity
Increases this way, that you brought
It a joy whose edge was too sharp.
Someone, soon, Shannon, will have
The proper surface for keeping
Your love inside. You will hold him, and he
Will change, breathless, whispering, and strange.

nights will blue again. Sirens primed for
harvesting the tares from our proud fields will
scream incessantly.
And we'll not see thee
hungry ever, Brother.

Lois Reiner
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The President's Problems with Women

Ronald Reagan and the Gender Gap
Larry R. Baas

For the past forty years pollsters like George Gallup
have regularly asked the American public the simple
question: Do you approve or disapprove of the way the
President is handling his job? The results of these polls
have provided a convenient box score of a President's
current level of popularity. These scores, however, are
far more important than mere indices of popularity. As
Richard Neustadt argues, they provide a measure of
the President's public prestige and, as such, relate significantly to his power. 1
Research confirms this and points out that approval
scores relate to a President's success in getting his program through Congress as well as his ability to manipulate public opinion. 2 Approval scores have also been
shown to be reliable predictors of presidential electoral
success3 and certainly had something to do with Lyndon
Johnson's decision not to run again as well as Richard
Nixon's decision to resign. Furthermore, approval
scores are a useful instrument of democracy: they provide the only available, almost instant, measure of the
public's evaluation of a President's program. The importance of these scores, therefore, far outstrips their
status as mere indices of popularity.
One of the most intriguing aspects of presidential
approval scores is trying to explain why they vary across
individuals and over time. In an effort to explain these
variations, some research has emphasized the inevitable
decline in approval ratings which relates to the high
popular expectations at the beginning of a President's
term and the inability of any President to meet these
expectations. Other research has emphasized the role
of events such as war or economic conditions as mea-

Larry R. Baas is Associate Professor of Political Science at
Valparaiso University. He received h£s undergraduate education at the University of Wisconsin- Whitewater, after which
he earned M .A. and Ph.D. degrees at Kent State University.
He has published articles on various aspects of politics and
political psychology in a wide variety of professional journals,
includt'ng the American Journal of Political Science,
American Politics Quarterly, the Journal of Social Psychology, and Presidential Studies Quarterly.
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sured by inflation and unemployment. Still other research emphasizes the role of personal factors like party
identification, ideology, the President's personal qualities, the President's policy positions, and his performance in handling various aspects of his job. Finally,
some studies have pointed out that the best predictor of
a President's current approval rating is what his approval rating was the last time it was measured. This emphasizes the cumulative nature of these scores and how they
are influenced by all past events and conditions. 4

The Discovery of the Gender Variable
Recently a "new" variable, gender, has been "discovered" as a potentially significant factor explaining
differential levels of presidential popularity. Gender
has usually been dismissed as irrelevant as an explanation of most political phenomena, but since women
lagged 10 per cent behind men in their support of
Ronald Reagan in the 1980 presidential election and
their subsequent approval ratings of Reagan have
ranged between 9 and 17 per cent below that of men,
gender differences have recently been taken a little
more seriously. The question to be answered, then, is
why are women so much less likely than men to support
President Reagan? And what might be the implications
of this gender difference?
Any explanation of the gender differences in Reagan's
approval ratings has to first consider the different positions taken by the sexes on a variety of issues. Surveys
during the 1960s and 70s consistently demonstrated that
women more so than men were opposed to the war in
Viet Nam, pro-environment, pro-gun control, antinuclear weapons and nuclear power, opposed to the
death penalty, and generally in favor of policies sup1

Ri chard Neustadt , Presidential Power: Th e Politics of Leadership
from FDR to Carter (New York : John Wiley, 1980 ). chapter 5.

2

George Edwards III , Presidential Influence in Congress (San Fra ncisco: W. H . Freeman, 1980 ) and Neustadt.

3

Richard Brody and Lee Sigelm an, "Presidential Popularity a nd
Presidential Elections : An Update and Extension ," Public Opinion
Quarterly, 47 ( 1983 ), pp . 325-3 28.

4

The sources here are too numerous to cite individually. For an insightful summary of much of this data see George Edwards Ill , Th e
Public Presidency: The Pursuit of Popular Support (New York :
St. Martin 's Press. 1983 ), chapter 6.
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Women 's political ac tivity has been expanding to the e x tent that s ix million more women than men
voted in the 1980 presidential election and there are now more women registered to vote than men.
porting the poor and disadvantaged . Notably, differences between the sexes did not occur on feminist issues
such as ERA and abortion, although women generally
held more intense opinions on these matters. These
patterns have continued to be reflected in surveys during the 1980s.s
Because most of these differences relate to war, peace,
violence, and social welfare issues, some people have
argued that what we have here is not so much a gender
gap as an "aggression gap," or a "life-preserving gap,"
with women favoring less aggressive, less violent, and
more life-preserving policies. 6 This suggests that at the
core of the gender gap is the socialization process, and
the fact that women are generally socialized into a more
caring and less aggressive outlook has now become
politically relevant. Thus a difference in child-rearing
and cultural indoctrination accounts for at least part of
the current gender gap.7
That the political consequences of different socialization patterns have not become readily apparent until
recently appears to be the result of at least two important considerations. First, the women's movement must
be credited with contributing to a change in the definition of women's political roles. Historically, politics
has been a man's business from which women have been
legally and culturally excluded. As women's social and
economic roles have been altered in recent years, so
have their political roles.s Although women for the
most part are still relegated to a secondary political
status, women's political activity has been expanding to
the extent that six million more women than men voted
in the 1980 presidential election and there are now more
women registered to vote than men.
Additionally, the women's movement has served to
foster a sense of identification among women and a
5

For a summary of this data see Barbara G. Farah and Ethel Klein .
" Gender Gap Issues and the Women's Vote: Women USA Fund . Inc.'s
Pilot Project to Mobilize Women at the Grass Roots Level." delivered
at the Midwest Political Science Association meeting, Chicago. 1983 .

6

T he "aggression gap" is suggested by Ellen Goodman. " Being for
Peace isn't Enough ." Washington Post , ov . 1. 1983 . The "life-preserving gap" is suggested by Kathleen Frankovic. " Sex and Politics New Alignments. Old Issues ." PS, 15 ( 1982). pp. 439-448 . Frankovic
is the Director of Surveys for CBS News. Note also that my references
to women certainly do not apply to all women. I am generally only
referring to those women who disapprove of Reagan's presidency .

7

Despite what appears to be a straightforward proposition. there is
no consensus on the role of the socialization process in explaining
gender differences in adult political behavior. For a discussion of the
studies on this problem see Marianne Githens, "The Elusive Paradigm-Gender. Politics. and Political Behavior: The State of the Art ,"
in Ada Finifter. Political Scie nce: The State of the Discipline (Washington: The American Political Science Association. 1983 ). pp. 471499.

8 Carol A. Christy , "Gender. Employment, and Political Participation
in Eleven Nations ," delivered before the American Political Science
Association, Chicago. 1983 .
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realization that others share similar values. Similarly,
it has served to mobilize women, has provided a vehicle
for the expression of values, and, perhaps most importantly, has helped to legitimate women's political activity. Finally, the success women have had in certain areas
has generated a sense of political efficacy among them
necessary for further political activity.9

Because most gender diHerences relate to war,
p e ace, violence, and social welfare issues,
some people have said that what we have here
is not so much a gender gap as an "aggression
gap, or a "life-preserving gap, with women
fa voring less aggressive, less violent, and
more life-pres erving policies.
II

II

At the same time, as women have become more independent they have also become more economically
vulnerable. They generally occupy an inferior economic status to men, are more likely to be heads of single
parent households, and are generally affected more
immediately by budgetary priorities that emphasize
defense expenditures at the expense of policies that
support the economically disadvantaged. This position
functions to reinforce women's existing predisposition
against defense related, aggressive, non-life-preserving
Issues.
The second factor contributing to the gender gap in
Reagan approval scores is Ronald Reagan himself.
When Reagan became President there were already
sizable differences between men and women on numerous issues, but prior to that time, no one person had
been both so visible and so "wrong" on all the key issues
as Reagan. It did not take women long to realize these
differences and they were reflected in the 1980 presidential vote and have continued to be reflected in presidential approval scores. Reagan, it seems to me, summarized for women much of what they opposed and provided a convenient negative symbol for them. Thus the
gender gap in Reagan approval scores seems to be
largely an issue-based association with Ronald Reagan.
While issues are probably the key to understanding
the gender gap, it seems to me that there is something
about Reagan himself, his character, his style, that contributes to this gap. As Kathleen Frankovic suggests,
"the root of the problem (the gender gap) may be the
President himself and the way he is viewed by women."lO Similarly, as Arthur Miller and Oksana Malanchuk note, "the recency of its (the gender gap) appearance suggests that the phenomenon may simply be a
9

On the general role of women in politics see Jeane Kirkpatrick. Political Woman (New York : Basic Books, 1974).
10 p. 441.
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A recent study of college students surprisingly indicates that while women view Reagan
differently than do men, their images of the President are not less favorable than those of men.

temporary reaction to Ronald Reagan's style of leadership."ll Precisely what it might be about Reagan that
contributes to the gender gap is not clear, nor has there
been any systematic research on the question as of yet.
However, there is some available data that begins to
shed some light on the role which evaluations of the
Reagan image may play in exploring gender differences in approval scores.

Ranking Reagan by Adjectives
In a study conducted during the fall of 1982, 689 students at Valparaiso University, Wartburg College, and
the University of Kentucky were asked to describe
Ronald Reagan by ranking forty adjectives (e.g., submissive, shrewd, tolerant, ethical, aggressive) on a nine
point scale from those most characteristic to those least
characteristic of Ronald Reagan. 12 While the original
purpose of the study was not to assess gender differences, the study does provide some evidence about this
phenomenon. If we compare the descriptions of Reagan
by men and women that resulted from the ranking of
these adjectives, we note that of the forty adjectives,
there were significant differences between the sexes on
nineteen of them-indicating that men and women do
seem to evaluate Reagan quite differently and that this
may contribute to gender differences in Reagan approval scores.
It is impossible, however, to attribute a cause and
effect relationship between image and approval. It may
be that differing issue positions contribute to lower
approval scores which in turn contribute to differing
images; thus different images may be "caused" or result
from approval scores. The causal relations still need to
be worked on, but what already seems clear is that men
and women do differ in their images and evaluations of
the personal qualities of Ronald R eagan.
Despite the fact that there are image differences, the
substantive nature of these differences is contrary to
what one would anticipate. It would be expected that
because of lower approval ratings, women would have
a more negative image of Reagan. Yet when these data
are analyzed,I 3 we see that women, more so than men,
see Reagan as a rational and responsible leader, a nice
11 "The Gender Gap in the 1982 Elections." unpublished manuscript.

the University of Michigan, 1983, p. 1.
12

The data discussed here is derived from a larger study assessing
evaluations of Ronald Reagan by Dan Thomas. Lee Sigelman. and
myself. For a furth er discussion of these data see Thomas, Sigelman.
and Baas. " Public Evaluations of the President: Policy , Partisan and
' Personal' Determinants," unpublished manuscript, 1983 . Obviously
you can not always make sweeping generalizations based upon a
sample of students. Yet , the data do allow one to draw some conclusions about the relationships among these variables. The limits of
the sample, however. shou ld be kept in mind .
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guy, and an aggressive, yet respectable person. Not a
bad characterization considering more negative approval ratings. The only dimension on which women evaluated Reagan lower than men was on attributes related
to toughness and strength. Apparently women see Reagan as less tough than do men. While interesting, these
results are not what one would expect given the difference in approval scores.
Not too surprisingly, however, a more negative image
of Reagan exists among women who disapprove of his
performance in office. When this group is compared to
the rest of the people in the study, these non-approving
women are more likely to see Reagan as cold, selfcentered, domineering, materialistic, unrealistic, and
not sincere. Again, we cannot determine the causal
relationship among these variables, but certainly in
concert, issues and image probably contribute substantially to a lowering of Reagan's stature in the eyes of
these women.
It is no doubt a combination of factors , including
issues, image, leadership style as well as his particular
13

The discussion here is based on a factor analysis of these rankings
and the resulting dimensions or groups of adjectives that were ranked
similarly .
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On issues, women seem unmoved b y either a negative or positive endorsement by Reagan. Even those
who approve of the way Reagan is handling his job are not affected by the Reagan endorsement.

handling of problems with women (as evidenced by the
Barbara Honegger-"munchkin" debacle}, which contributes to lower approval ratings for Reagan among
women. Whatever the exact causal pattern among these
variables, the result has been to make Reagan a negative
symbol for many women. This status has reached a point
where at least one researcher has suggested that the
association of Reagan's name with a particular issue
leads almost automatically to a more negative evaluation of the issue by women.l 4 This suggests that Reagan
may be approaching a "kiss of death" status among
women, a position that plagued Jimmy Carter. A study
conducted during the Carter Administration demonstrated that a Carter endorsement of a particular position led directly to reduced public support for that
position .1 5
Whether or not Reagan has reached this kiss of death
status among women can be examed experimentally. In
the same study referred to above, the 689 students were
all asked to indicate their support for the following
proposition: "It has also been proposed that the United
States cut back on levels of its military assistance to
Western Europe. Would you favor or oppose such a
proposal?" A nine point scale was provided for the students to express their approval or disapproval. To examine the effect of Reagan's endorsement of this proposal, the subjects were given three different versions
of the issue. One group received the issue positively
endorsed by Reagan, a second group received the issue
negatively endorsed by Reagan, and a third group received the issue endorsed by no one. These procedures
allow us to evaluate the potency of Reagan's endorsement and its ability to elevate or deflate popular support for an issue.
The results indicate that among men the Reagan
name has a magic to it that elevates popular support,
although his negative endorsement does not have any
effect. Among women, the Reagan endorsement does
not lead to a kiss of death. In fact, it has no effect whatsoever. Women seem unmoved by either a negative or
positive endorsement by Reagan. Even women who
approve of the way Reagan is handling his job are not
affected by the Reagan endorsement. On the other hand,
men who disapprove of Reagan's handling of his job
are affected somewhat by the positive Reagan endorsement, although the effect falls a bit short of statistical
significance.
Thus the Reagan name does not appear to have become a kiss of death among women. It just seems to
14

Frankovic, p. 441.
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Lee Sigelman and Carol K . Sigelman, "Presidential Leadership of
Public Opinion: From Benevolent Leader to Kiss of Death?" Expen·menta/ Study of Politics, 7 ( 1981 ), pp. 1-22.
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make no difference. Among men, on the other hand,
the Reagan endorsement is very capable of converting
people to his position. Thus, for at least the time being,
Reagan has escaped the kiss of death syndrome.
What about the future? Will gender differences in
Reagan approval ratings disappear? That is very unlikely, unless, of course, men change. Generally, when
approval scores are issue based, they are susceptible
to greater change than when based upon the evaluation
of personal qualities. In the case of Ronald Reagan and
women, the ratings are related to issues, but also to
evaluations of his personal qualities. Also, given Reagan's emergence as a negative symbol to many women,
even if he did change his issue positions, they would
be unlikely to become more approving of his presidency. Therefore, unless some fundamental changes
occur, the gender gap in Reagan approval will most
likely continue.
Will gender differences in approval of Reagan
disappear? That is very unlikely, unless, of
course, men change. Generally, when approval
scores are issue based, they are susceptible to
greater change than when based upon views
of personal qualities. In the case of Reagan
and women, the ratings are related to issues,
but also to evaluations of his personal qualities.

It seems to me, in summary, that the gender gap in
Reagan approval scores is the consequence of different
male and female socialization experiences and resulting
differences in values, the mobilization of these value
differences by the women's movement, and Reagan's
own issue stands and personal qualities. As a result,
Reagan has become a negative symbol for many women-while not yet subject to the kiss of death syndrome,
his ability to persuade women to his point of view is
negligible, even among women who approve of his performance in office. Additionally, gender differences
do not appear likely to disappear without some significant changes, either in men or women.l6
Finally, when a man writes about an issue such as the
gender gap he generally sees things as a man and therefore is likely, as done here, to examine the gender gap
as if women~ behavior is in need of explanation, when,
in effect, men~ behavior is equally in need of explanation . Perhaps some woman will give this aspect of the
"problem" the attention it deserves.
«I
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It should be noted that some argue that there is in reality no gender
gap and that when you control for marital status and/or party identification , gender differences disappear. While these controls do appear to reduce the gender difference, it still remains sizable and
significant. See Miller and Malanchuk . Also marriage appears more
capable of producing a consensus in voting among couples, but not
on Reagan approval scores. See Frankovic, p. 444.
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My four-year-old daughter has of late become a
Wonder Woman freak. She runs around the house in
her underwear and her small blue hairband with the
white typing paper star taped to the center of it. She
says she is flying . She goes after the bad people and
sees that they get their just deserts. Lest you think I am
a totally unfit mother when it comes to my child's TV
watching, she has seen the television show Wonder
Woman only once or twice. But the story has totally
captured her imagination. To fly , to protect the good,
to give the bad their comeuppance, to order the world
the way it should be run . .. such a story is a powerful
image, one a four-year-old cannot bear to pass up.
I , on the other hand, am not a Wonder Woman freak.
My downfall is the news . I watch the Today show first
thing in the morning, usually read the Fargo Forum
sometime during the day, hear each bit of news analyzed
by the National Public Radio people, hurry through
my supper so I can spend some time with Tom Brokaw,
and wind up the day with local news at 10, followed by
Johnny Carson doing jokes about-what else?-the
news. I tell myself I want to be an informed citizen. In
the process of watching the news I am often tempted to
the unbelief, despair, and other great shames and vices
enumerated in the meaning of the Sixth Petition.
I am, you see, far too old to believe in Wonder Woman. She, I know, cannot order the world properly. She
is only the figment of someone's imagination. Still I
want so badly to believe that some someone can order
the world properly. Surely someone can do something
about the Middle East and Latin America. Someone
can keep us from nuclear destruction. You, God, you
do it. At least sometimes I call that praying.
I have two other times for fervent words directed
toward God. One is when I lose a contact lens. The
other is when my car gets stuck in several feet of North
Dakota winter. In such a circumstance I prefer calling
on God to calling my husband . Usually I end up calling
the person with the tow truck after I realize that all the
snow packed around the hood is not going to meltprayer or no-till sometime in mid-April.
I do not, as I said, believe in Wonder Woman. I believe in God. But Wonder Woman's story? Yes, that I
believe in deeply . One need only look at my praying
to see that I do . My prayers suppose that:
a) It is God's peculi ar vocation to see that th ere are no wars, rumors
of wars. fa mines, pestilences, or oth er myri ad di sasters.
b) If. at any rate, th ose things should occur. they should not happen
to me or my loved ones.
c) People should get wh at they deserve.
d) I know what they deserve.

Mercy! you are probably saying. What poverty of
prayer life that person has! And why is she boring us
with the details of it? Does confessing make her feel
better? And what, oh what, does any of it have to do with
the spiritual nourishment needed for our corporate
life and ministry? Let me tell you .
I propose-and my proposal is not modest-that it is
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prayer in Jesus' name that gives energy and nourishment and life to our togetherness. Prayer is our roots.
Without prayer in Jesus' name every hard rainfall,
every wind, even some minor breezes pull us up and
apart.
Dr. Walter Bouman has said that every word wafted
toward the Deity is not prayer in Jesus' name. You know
by now that that is certainly true of what I sometimes
loosely call some of my prayers. Those I told you about
earlier may be desperate wishes-half-pleas-half-demands that things go well when they directly affect me;
sad/comic attempts by me to manipulate God-but they
are surely not prayers in Jesus' name.
What does a prayer in Jesus' name look like, sound
like? How do we take seriously the phrase "in Jesus'
name"? How do we get away from using "through Jesus
Christ our Lord" in the same unthoughtful way we often
write "Sincerely yours"?
Richard Nixon. Florence Nightengale. Neil Armstrong. Susan B. Anthony. Abraham Lincoln. Mary
Magdalene. Martin Luther King. Names do not stand
alone. They are part of stories. No doubt each of us
could tell at least some fragmentary story about each
of the people I mentioned. We all have our own stories;
indeed, we believe in and live in and from stories. Fouryear-olds are not alone in that.
One of my Mom's favorite stories is "Everything will
be all right." For my wedding day an outdoor reception
had been planned, and the tables had already been set
when it started to rain. I started to cry. My mother said:
"Everything will be all right," as she had said thousands
of times before. She taught us children the story that
basically life is good.
One of the great story-tellers of our culture is television. A Psychology Today survey showed that heavy TV
watchers consistently report higher crime rates than
there really are. Too much T. f. Hooker, Magnum, and
Hill Street Blues makes us believe the story that the world
is a fearful place-even worse than it really is.
There was a time not too long ago when we North
Americans believed science would be the Savior of our
culture. But in the face of acid rain, each new report of
environmental carcinogens from the F.D.A., and all
the rest, most of us have our doubts. We don't believe
that story any more.
I hope I have demonstrated to you that no matter
how much I wish it were not so, I believe deeply in the
Wonder Woman story. That good should conquer ill,
that the powers that be should keep me and mine safeI believe, I believe. It makes so much more sense to me
than the Jesus Story.
The Maker of all things, visible and invisible, at 8 lbs.,
3 oz. (or whatever) lying in a manger? The Carpenter
who lets his hands be nailed to wood? If he had any
sense at all, he would've left the supper table that night,
high-tailed it back to Galilee, built a comfortable home
surrounded by family and friends, and died in bed at
98. Jesus' way of being in the world is, to say the very
March, 1984

least, eccentric indeed.
But it is the truth of this eccentric way of being that
we claim when we pray in Jesus' name.
You will notice that if praying in Jesus' name means
living inside of the Jesus Story, then our prayers are
shaped very differently than prayers prayed from the
Wonder Woman assumptions about God. C. S. Lewis
once said that "give me the desires of my heart" does
not mean "give me everything I want." Instead he says
it is a prayer that God would give us hearts that want
what He wants. This is by no means to say that we cannot come to God with specific requests for His help. The
New Testament is full of people who come to Jesus for
help and healing, and we should follow their example.
But we must be careful never to use God as a technologist who knows a little bit more than we do. Otherwise
when cancer and heart disease are conquered, we shall
have less reason to pray. We dare not act as though
God's Kingdom is one of well-honed expertise that
shrinks as we learn more and more. Still, I can in good
conscience pray for help in finding even that contact
lens. But I must never let myself pretend that that sort
of prayer is the heart, much less the whole, of prayer in
Jesus' name.
Sometimes we Lutherans are accused of being short
on prayer. But Luther's meanings to the petitions of
the Lord's Prayer are gems that illustrate what prayer
in Jesus' name is. God's name is hallowed, His Kingdom
comes, His will is done entirely apart from our praying
for it or doing it. The strange story of Jesus is true. Jesus
really is God's way of being in the world. God's good
and gracious will- His incredible unfolding of His
story-will be done either by us also or quite in spite of
us. But it will be done. God's way of being with people
as Forgiver and not as Judge will keep happening. He
will keep throwing parties for runaway sons and daughters. But it is up to us if we will stand outside complaining that we never got a dinner or if we will dance till
midnight knowing that the Law of Deservedness has,
thank God, been crushed.
I am sure that one of the things "saint/sinner" means
is that Christians are perfectly capable of believing and
living in two opposing stories simultaneously. One
would think this would be a problem, but we seem to
manage it quite nicely. My temptation when I watch
the news is to believe that that is the realest story about
people and the way things are. Of course, I believe the
creeds as well. I consent to and affirm as true the Jesus
Story. I even live out of the Jesus Story sometimes.
But when I watch the news I am tempted to think that
fear and hate get things done while love and trust sit
by with their hands tied. I am tempted to believe that
this is not distorted creation, but not creation at all. I am
tempted to think that no one is in charge. I am tempted,
in short, to the world's way of being. To despair, unbelief, and other great shame and vice. Shame and vice
like needing power, recognition, success, results.
Why are we individually and corporately tempted to
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these shames and vices? Why do we hang on so tenaciously to the Law of Deservedness, to results, to success
-when we know full well that any minute they may
turn on us and we may be the losers? We may be somebody else's statistics. The answer to the mystery of evil,
particularly evil in ourselves, I do not know. But I do
know that learning to pray in Jesus' name is not like
learning to tie your shoes. You don't learn it once and
have it down. Ever since the Fall every other story in
the world has seemed smarter, more sensible, all around
better than the story of a God who dies on the cross
because He wants to, because He loves us. To remember
that story, to live in that story, to pray from that story,
we need to be in touch with that story constantly. I am
back to my proposal. It is prayer in Jesus' name that
gives us energy, nourishment, life.
As I said earlier, in our Lutheran heritage we have
wonderful resources for thinking about and learning
about prayer. Unfortunately, we do not have a highly
visible living heritage of pray-ers, people who pray.
We learned in parochial school (and this dates me) to
look askance at monks and nuns who might be wasting
their time praying. Good heavens, what else did they
do? Weren't they bored? We Lutherans, we were people
of action and not of prayer. True enough. But that was
not an unmixed blessing. I do not think, though, that
we can blame the Lutheran Reformers entirely for this
circumstance. Even though they railed against the monasteries and convents, they pictured the Christian lifestyle as a vocation of prayer. The wonderful custom of
daily liturgical prayer was maintained.
How do we-whose liturgical prayer is probably
mostly limited to once a week-how do we keep in touch
with the story of Jesus so we can live in it and pray from
it individually and corporately?
I propose that it is a discipline, a spiritual discipline.
We do not, or at least I do not, pray without ceasing
spontaneously. To find out about spiritual discipline,
we do well to ask those who've been at it longer than
we have. Henri Nouwen's little book Clowning in Rome
has some very helpful thoughts on the discipline of
prayer. He starts his discussion by talking about our
perpetual thought processes, how we are continually
thinking about something. Even in our sleeping dreams
our minds are at work. It is this ceaseless, random thinking that he says needs converting into conversations
with God.
It is not that we need to think only about what we
might call "spiritual things." Rather, it is that we think
and live continually in God's presence. It is not so much
what we think, he says, but to whom we present our
thoughts. Prayer is not introspection-an unproductive
look at the minutiae of our moods. It is rather giving
all our thoughts and feelings-good and bad-to God,
affirming that He knows them all already and that He
loves us totally.
Nouwen shares a way in which he keeps the Jesus
Story in touch with his own story. He tells how he reads
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before bedtime the readings for the next day's Eucharist
with particular attention to the Gospel. Zero in on a
word or a phrase, he suggests, and use it as you imagine
Christ speaking and acting. Use the other lessons to
intensify the image of Jesus. Spend some "empty time"
the next day to let Christ speak again through the readings. Nouwen says that when he does that the image of
Christ stays with him all day as a quiet presence which
affects his thinking and feeling. He says not to be surprised if you don't notice any difference at first. As
with any discipline, change comes slowly.
This surely is not the only way to be in touch with the
Jesus Story which we are a part of on account of our
Baptism. But it is the way one person keeps Jesus a daily
presence in his life. But though the way we keep in touch
with the story is optional , remembering that we do live
in the story of Jesus is not. One of the ancient Desert
Fathers of the Church said that contemplation is the
"vision of the nature of things," in other words, how
things really are, how people, nature, time, events are
connected to each other. Unless we keep Jesus before
our eyes with disciplined regularity, we will surely
connect the dots in the wrong way. Either we will "think
more highly of ourselves than we ought to think or
deprecate ourselves in unbelief calling common what
He has called clean," etc. , etc.
If living in the story of Jesus and praying in His name
puts us in touch with how things really are, then prayer
and meditation are not relatively harmless ways of
mumbling an old, old story to ourselves. If the story is
true, then reality is substantially different than we
thought it was.
One human reality that the energy of praying in
Jesus' name changes is the reality of human community.
In one sense, humans are cursed with community. It
is not that we do not relate to others, but rather that we
are bound to others by mutual hate , fear, bigotry, intolerance, and never-ending need. They do not care
enough. They do not give us enough recognition. They
do not know how important we are. They don't listen
closely enough to us.
The "they" who don't do this can even be our sisters
in the diaconate. I remember very clearly spending one
annual conference running rather madly from one
deaconess sister to the next. I did not realize what I was
doing at first. I had almost let myself be oblivious to
the fact that I had set up a deaconess totem pole in my
mind, and I was trying desperately to spend time with
those sisters at the top, those who I believed were more
important than others. Even more important than me ,
but sisters whose general style had my approval. It was
at Bronxville and the major topic was prayer. I didn't
do so well at praying there. I was praying from the
wrong story.
I did have an important revelation at Bronxville and
I'm sure that it is a part of being and praying in the
Jesus Story. The revelation was be where you are. It isn't
very deep really, but it came like a breeze one of those
The Cresset

humid Bronxville days when even I was sick to death
of chasing down important deaconesses. I think I giggled. So freeing was it to realize that none of us deaconesses is all that important; that I had built that ridiculous and idolatrous totem pole in my own head ; that I
could really be present to the person I was with and
accept her as gift. My time and my community had been
redeemed. The people at the conference were the same
ones, but the last days of conference were completely
different for me. The character of the community had
changed for me. I was believing a different story, and
it made all the difference.
Do not let me give you the mistaken impression that
I have thrown out my deaconess totem pole and that
henceforth and forevermore I have given up competitiveness in our community. As I said earlier, playing
parts in more than one story is something I can do with
ease. I bet you can do it, too.
I think there are a number of really important blessings to come from living more and more fully in the
story of Jesus. For one thing it frees up a lot of time and
energy. When we get to stop worrying about who likes
us and who doesn't, and about proving that we are good
church workers or wives or teachers or writers or whatever-when we stop worrying about that, we have a lot
of extra time. Since we no longer need nag others for
strokes nor impress upon God how lucky He is to have
us for friends , there are empty spaces in our hearts and
souls. H ere, Nouwen says, the whole world can come
and we can lift them up to God in prayer.
In real solitude there is a n unlimited space for others. because there
we are empty and there we can see th at . in fact . nobody stand s over
and against us. An enemy is only our enemy as long as we have
something to defend . But when we have nothing to hold onto. noth ·
ing to protect . nothing to consider as exclu sively ours, then nobody
can be an enemy and th en we can. in fact. recognize in th e center of
our solitude th at a ll men and women are broth ers and sisters.

We can start perhaps close to home by consistently and
in a disciplined way holding each other up to God in
prayer. We can start by recognizing that it is in our solitude, our aloneness, our contemplating, that we get a
true picture of ourselves and our feeble attempts at
building our own kinds of community. It is in prayer
that we can hear that it is not just the whole world that
God has given us for brothers and sisters, but rather
that between me and this particular sister, me and this
specific community stands Christ. What a different character this would give to our simple care for one another
and also to an awareness of our common vocation .
Our common vocation almost seems an absurd
thought as we think of our varied tasks and job descriptions. Is our community well-intentioned people supporting each other in our individual interests or do we
have a common vocation? If we do, what is it? Are our
tasks different manifestations of a common vocation?
What do we owe each other when we make career
choices?
I have been jogging lately and on two occasions peoMarch, 1984

ple have asked me hard questions. One fair morning a
woman said to me: "Is it doing you any good?" I figured
I'd be gone by the time I discussed with her exactly how
much "good" it looked like I needed. I wonder, though,
if we discover ourselves asking the utilitarian question
about our community. How much good is it doing us?
How much good should it be doing us? How much good
should we be doing the community? Is the utilitarian
question appropriate?
Another day a neighbor said to me: "At least you're
faithful." I think that is a veiled answer to the question, "Is it doing you any good?" My feelings were hurt
only momentarily. In our community, how "least" is
faithfulness? In what ways are we faithful to each other?
Where do we have problems with faithfulness? How do
limits of time and geography shape, help, hinder our
faithfulness to each other?
Henri Nouwen makes what I think is a helpful distinction between contemplation or prayer, and ministry. He says, with that old Desert Father, that contemplation is seeing the vision of how things really are .
Ministry, he says, is sharing the vision. I expect that
most of us can talk at some length about the way we share
the vision in our own tasks. We can talk about our classes, our mentally retarded people, our youth groups,
our VBS. It is probably quite clear to us what our individual ministries are. But our community-does it
have a ministry that is more than the sum of all our
ministries? Is it merely happenstance that we all chose
to be trained as deaconesses? More, is it by accident that
we keep choosing sisterhood and community to this very
day? What holds us together? Agreement in every area?
No. A common religious tradition? In a qualified way,
yes. Our common Lutheran confessional roots are deep,
but, as we all know, that confessionalism has taken us to
divergent roads to different places. What does hold us
together? The story, the Jesus Story. Always the story.
Only the story. Whenever we insist on more, we fall into
unbelief, despair, and other great shame and vice. For
then we imply that the Jesus Story is not enough . And
it is. More than enough. More than enough to make
communities out of people who :
-don't see each other that often.
-don't agree on a great deal.
-don't even always like each other that much.
If God is slowly making a community out of that
bunch, then there is hope for all human community.
And hope is getting to be a rare commodity. Some of
the old stories are crumbling around our ears. Some of
our favorite stories are turning out to be dirty lies. We
can let them go. We have a new vision of how things are .
It is no small thing to have hope and to share it.
Because of our Baptism we live in and have parts in
the New Story. And by prayer in Jesus' name we can
feed on the Story, be nourished by the Story, serve from
the Story. We can bring our personal and community
stories to God and let Him tell the stories anew with
surprising new endings.

••
••
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Cam Diary

Putting Up Our Dukes
Richard Lee
One of the dubious delights for
Americans living abroad is discovering America. In England, for example, we are presently discovering
America in The Dukes of Hazzard
which BBCTV just moved from Saturday afternoon for the children to
Monday night prime time for
alleged adults. I think an American
can safely say The Dukes is about as
preposterous an offput of American
TV as Americans themselves can
imagine, but our interest here is
not in its native vidiocy but in its
export abroad. American popular
culture artifacts take on new resonances when flung overseas, and
some of those soundings are discoveries for Americans themselves.
The Dukes, some may recall, was
originally formulated as a loosely
coded celebration of the Carter
administration in which the Watergate-weary could watch a family of
"Georgia" farmers comically overcome a deeply corrupted political
boss and his henchmen. Several
wearying political seasons later its
formula still has something for
everybody: a broken American family of cousins consoled by patriarchal
Uncle Jesse Duke ; a dish of cheesecake in cousin Daisy Duke; two
hunks of beefcake in cousins Beau
and Luke Duke (now in lookalike
cousins Coy and Vance Duke); an
hysterically gluttonous villain in
Boss Hogg; a bumptiously inept
Sheriff in Roscoe P. Coltrane; and a
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scattering of supporting stock country characters corralled by CB
radios .
Watching The Dukes in Cambridgeshire County can be an ordeal
in "seeing ourselves as others see
us ." To be sure, the English take
The Dukes no more seriously than
do Americans, but some of the English I know are fascinated by its
peculiar mythos when they are not
terrified by its boisterous American
insensitivity to the human condition.
Recently an audience of Cambridge
University students howled at the
impoverished Dukes racing all
three of their gas-guzzlers to town to
pay their mortgage.
But it is not the conspicuous consumption of poor Americans cruising their heavy metal which most
amazes the English. What astonishes
them beyond amazement is the
strange Robin Hood mythos of The
Dukes in which those putatively
poor Americans are "fighting the
system like true modern day Robin
Hoods." Since so little of American
TV treats class in America, much
less class conflict, the English perk
up particularly to what Americans
do to their Robin Hood myth. And
to their weekly incomprehension of
The Dukes, apparently in America
the poor rescue the rich.
It is as if Robin Hood , Little John ,
Friar Tuck, Will Scarlet, and all the
Merry Men banded together semifortnightly to save the Sheriff of
Nottingham. In almost every episode greedy Boss Hogg plots a new
crime to exploit the poor, always
abetted by kept Sheriff Coltrane,
and the redneck Dukes heroically
frustrate the crime and then save
Boss and the Sheriff from the justice
they would deserve from some
vague and distant authorities in
"Atlanta." Indeed, as the Reagan
administration succeeded the Carter administration, the center of the
series shifted from a celebration of
the Dukes to a celebration of the
comically lovable Boss and his giggling Sheriff.
Now, it is not easy to change the
Robin Hood myth from one in
which the exploiter is put down and

his plunder returned to the poor to
a myth in which he is rescued by the
poor and his full range of predation
preserved. The English must suspect something got lost in the transatlantic translation of their Robin
Hood myth, and it is almost unfathomable to them that a popular
celebration of America shows its
democratic citizens without a politics to withstand the capitalist
bosses who own them.
The reasons why American TV
mutes class conflict are indeed complex and no Marxist analysis of
"false consciousness" comprehends
all of them . Perhaps too clever by
half, one Cambridge student reading anthropology nevertheless came
closest to understanding her American cousins in The Dukes when she
observed, "But really, they are all
criminals." And it is true that Uncle
Jesse ran shine, Beau and Luke are
on parole from prison (hence must
use Robin Hood archery to avoid
possession of fire arms), Sheriff Coltrane routinely practices graft, entrapment, and collusion, and Boss
Hogg has embezzled, extorted, and
monopolized his way into owning
most of the county.
What probably happens to the
Robin Hood myth in American
popular culture is that class conflict
is turned into a falling out among
thieves and some semblance of economic order is restored by a patriotic reassertion of the honor among
thieves. The poor Dukes only
thwart rich Boss Hogg when his
greed touches them, and they always
save his bacon from his own designs
and just deserts because, after all,
his game is the only game in town.
At least The Dukes of Hazzard innocently abroad is celebrating an
America in which there is a little
criminality in everybody, a lot of it
in its lovable ruling class, and the
only difference between Robin
Hood and the Sheriff is the Sheriff
is never caught.
Meanwhile, Americans abroad
hunker down in the hope implied
in that ever polite English epigram :
"America is only detected ; it is not
yet discovered ."

C:
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The Silent Gondoliers is no more than a
children 's book in special wrapping for adults.

Books

Gondoliers and
Anatomy Lessons

Review Essay
Jill Baumgaertner

The Silent Gondoliers
By S. Morgenstern. New York: Ballantine
Books. 110 pp. $12.95.

The Anatomy Lesson
By Philip Roth. New York: Farrar, Straus
& Giroux. 291 pp. $14.95.

Several years ago J. D. Salinger's
Franny and Zooey was the book, dogeared from its hand-to-hand passage among the collegiate crowd.
Soon after, it was Robert Pirsig's
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, a book which meandered into
and out of philosophy, both classical
and homespun.

not derived from the New York Times
Book Review.
The Silent Gondoliers is no more
than a children's book in special
wrapping for adults. That is not to
disparage children's
literature,
which in the hands of E. Nesbit,
Frank Baum, or Lewis Carroll is
worthy of the most respected scholar's attention. These are authors
who allow adults to peek in on a
child's world, presented both fantastically and truthfully, but above
all, appealingly, imaginatively. The
Silent Gondoliers tries the fairy tale
approach, which should allow a
child to enter a fantasy in which he
plays adult roles and confronts his
secret fears. But The Silent Gondoliers
is for a different kind of child-one
experienced enough not to flinch
at four letter words- but one child
enough to want illustrations, large
print, and wide margins. The book
also calls itself a "fable," which
should warn the reader that this is
a tale with a moral attached.
The plot is simplistic. Luigi is a
Venetian gondolier who fails at
gondoliering because he has the
worst singing voice ever heard.
After many years of trials and tribulations, he finally succeeds at something-riding the waves during a
violent storm and saving the gondo-

the masters, but it seems that a creeping, insidious banality rests just
outside the doors of most of our
college classrooms.
Look at some of the new rhetoric
texts and essay anthologies devised
for freshman writing programs. Two
of the most recent that publishers
have donated to my burgeoning
collection of pristine bindings have
included vocabulary lists at the end
of each essay. Words such as impetus, farce, realistic appear on these
lists. These are texts for junior high,
not college students.

We expose our students to
the finest, but it seems
that a creeping, insidious
banality rests just
outside the doors of most
of our college classrooms.
I recall Bruno Bettelheim's warning about children who are brought
up on the "I think I can" philosophy
of The Little Engine That Could. "Contrary to The Little Engr:ne's message,
success does not, by itself, do away
with inner difficulties." Literatureexcellent, solid literature-could
help these students prepare for their
inevitable confrontation with unanswerable questions. That is what
I remember happening in Salinger

More recently

liers' church from fire. In his honor

and Pirsig and Tolkien and Potok.

Chaim Potok has claimed the undergraduate crowd.
When an earnest young man
recently pressed a copy of S. Morgenstern's The Silent Gondoliers into
my hands, I realized both from his
expression and his words ("Here is
a book all my friends love") that this
was another of those books which
attain a special brand of popularity

gondoliers from that time forward
decide to sing like Luigi, which
means, of course, they do not sing
at all.
What is the attraction of this book
to the latest college generation? This
is a generation that is particularly
success-oriented, that has set definite materialistic goals for itself,
that does not accept failure graciously. The cruel irony is that these
students who demand future job
security and income guarantees
have not matured intellectually. In
literature classes across our country
we expose these students to the
finest- Shakespeare,
Dostoevsky,
Faulkner-and a few do embrace

That is not what happens in Morgenstern.
But Morgenstern does feed the
fatally naive fantasy that the world
will finally bow to one who tries
hard enough. Pushed into the wrong
career field (dishwashing), Luigi
loses his fiancee, his family honor,
his self-respect. When he finally
succeeds in proving himself, he is
rewarded with a prestigious new
job. Happiness comes instantly. No
scars. Woe to those destined to be
dishwashers, check-out clerks, laundromat attendants.
Woe to the liberal arts if this is
what our students are embracing as
profound, fine literature.

Jill Baumgaertner seroes as Poetry
Editor of The Cresset and also contributes regular articles on contemporary
fiction. She teaches English at Wheaton
College.
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I have shrugged Philip Roth off for some time as an author who had sold out to
the best-seller list, making a fortune but not an outstanding literary reputation.

• • •
Back in our Franny and Zooey days
Philip Roth was scandalizing us with
his Portnoy's Complat"nt and entertaining us-sometimes tritely, sometimes cleverly-with Goodbye,
Columbus. I have shrugged Roth off
for some time as an author who had
sold out to the best-seller list, making a fortune but not an outstanding
literary reputation. His latest novel ,
The Anatomy Lesson, has changed
my mind.
Nathan Zuckerman, a writer beset
by guilt, jealousy, indecision, writer's block, and an agonizing pain in
his neck, shoulders, and arm, can
find no cure. In fact, the doctors can
find no reason for the pain-or,
rather, like an Agatha Christie mystery, they each find a perfectly believable reason for the pain . There
seem to be too many clues, too many
suspects, and no satisfying solution.
So Zuckerman travels from orthopedist to rheumatologist to psychoanalyst to acupuncturist to vitamin
doctor to osteopath to physiotherapist to radiologist to neurologist. He
takes a variety of drugs , wears a cervical collar, buys an IBM Selectric
(yes, one doctor prescribes this),
but seems to find mild relief only
when he lies flat on the floor with
his head on a thesaurus.
His women enter and exit his
world, each one providing her own
form of diversion , in addition to
cooking for him , reading to him,
and typing for him. He is something
like a cribbed infant-totally dependent on the woman in the kitchen, whoever she may be.
Early in the novel Zuckerman
insists that his collar is not "a metaphor for anything grandiose." He
has no patience with his analyst's
suggestion that his pain may stem
from his guilt toward his dead parents who were properly shocked by
his novel, Camovsky. Zuckerman
denies his diagnosticians' conclusions that he is unconsciously afraid
of himself, his talent, and his repu20

tation.
Zuckerman wasn 't buying it. Hi s unconscious wasn't that unconscious. Wasn't th at
conventional. Hi s unconscious. living with
a published writer since 1953 . understood
what the job entailed . H e had great faith
in hi s unconscious-he could never have
come this far without it. If anything. it was
tougher and smarter than he was . probably
what protected him against the envy of
rivals . or the contempt of mandarins. or
the outrage of Jews. or the charge by hi s
brother H enry that what had shocked their
ailing father into his fatal coronary in 1969
was Zuckerman's hate-filled. mocking
best-seller. If the Morse code of the psyche
was indeed being tapped out along the
wires of physical pain. the message had to
be more original than "Don't ever write
that stuff again."

Roth has not written an easy novel.
But it does seem clear that Zuckerman's unconscious is more conventional than he realizes , that Zuckerman, in confronting the death of his
mother, has smacked into an unanswerable question, one which in
his own writing he must confront.
It is too painful to write it and so
Zuckerman is in actual physical
pain, which keeps him from writing
it.

Back in our Franny and
Zooey days Roth was
scandalizing us with his
Portnoy's Complaint and
entertaining us - now
tritely, now cleverlywith Goodbye, Columbus.
The clue to Zuckerman's dilemma
arrives in the form of Milton Appel,
a critic who has panned Zuckerman's
work and who has, in the process,
become in Zuckerman's mind his
nemesis, his antagonist, his archenemy. Milton Appel's name suggests a link with the apple and the
lost paradise of John Milton. That
which entered the world with the
bitten apple is what Zuckerman
stumbles over now-suffering and
death.
Roth has an eye for those few details that present an entire portrait.
Zuckerman recalls his mother's per-

fectly sharpened pencils. The day
after her death he finds in her coat
pocket a folded Kleenex, a plastic
rainhat, a chiffon hood, and a newspaper clipping mentioning himself.
These are the details that create
character in fiction, but Nathan
Zuckerman, the creator of character,
is met only with emptiness and absence in the face of these signs of
life. His mother is completely gone.
Zuckerman slept at hi s mother's a lone. He
didn't bother making the bed up anew but.
between the sheets that had covered her
only two nights before. planted his face in
her pillow. "Mama. where are you?" He
knew where she was . at the mortician's
wearing her gray crepe dress; nonetheless.
he couldn't stop asking. Hi s little mother.
five feet two. had disappeared into the
enormity of death . Probably the biggest
thing she'd ever entered before was L.
Bamberger's department store on Market
Street in Newark.

Of his mother's belongings he claims
only his baby book and her complex
knitting instructions: her creations.
Zuckerman's education has begun.
He decides that he will give up
writing and enter medical school,
that he will bring into life real people, for whom he will not have to
assume ultimate responsibility.
This, he feels , will be utterly different from writing. "Who quarrels
with an obstetrician?" he asks. "Even
the obstetrician who delivered Bugsy
Siegel goes to bed at night with a
clear conscience. He catches what
comes out and everybody loves him.
When the baby appears they don't
start shouting, 'You call that a baby?
That's not a baby!' No, whatever he
hands them, they take it home."
With his painkillers, his muscle
relaxants, his pot, and his flask he
boards the plane for Chicago and in
a conversation with the businessman
sitting next to him assumes the
name of Milton Appel and the profession of "pornographer." Zuckerman cannot stop the torrent of words
and piles outrage on top of insult
until he lands with a jolt in Chicago,
planning to see the Dean of the
The Cresset
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Writing is a form of "digging away at disease. " It doesn't always produce healing;
it does, though, occasionally produce an excellent novel like The Anatomy Lesson.
University of Chicago Medical
School. When he arrives, he calls a
college chum on staff at the school
and arranges to meet with him that
afternoon. The medication continues to prod him, to push him, to
force him farther and farther into
the character of Milton Appel. He
continues his non-stop monologue
with the female limousine driver
listening in.
Somewhere between New York
and Chicago Zuckerman had realized that "if you take obstetrics as
your specialty you specialize in
gynecology too. Tumor formations.
Infected reproductive organs." On
this journey, ostensibly an escape
from himself as writer, Nathan
Zuckerman is forced to confront
himself as a human being, a fellow
eater of the Edenic apple, a lousy,
fallen man with a strong streak of
nasty humor and degenerate interests. In a way he consciously "puts
on" the old Adam-in rebellion and
in grief over the loss of his mother
and the subsequent loss of his writing.
When he finally meets with his
friend, Zuckerman begins to realize
that doctors are not exempt from
feeling guilt, feeling responsibility,
feeling inadequacies. They are not
exempt from failure. And they confront every day the truth which
Zuckerman is denying so desperately, that mankind is a dying animal.
He ends up taking Mr. Freytag, his
friend's father, to the grave of the
old man's recently buried wife.
In the car to the cemetery. what is there to
think? On the road to the cemetery . stupefied or wide awake. it's simple: what is
coming. No. it stays unseen . out of sight.
and you come to it. Illness is a message
from the grave. Greetings: You and your
body are one-it goes , you follow. His
parents were gone and he was next. Out to
the cemetery in a long black car. No wonder Mr. Freytag had fallen back in alarm :
all that was missing was the box .

At the gravesite Zuckerman breaks
emotionally and then physically in
a fall on the ice. He ends up in the
March, 1984

hospital emergency room, feeling
intense, unbearable, absolute pain
for the first time in his life.
During his recovery from subsequent surgery and a detoxification
program, Nathan Zuckerman roams
the hospital corridors, does rounds
with the interns, sits with families
in surgical waiting rooms. He discovers "another catastrophe-every
moment, behind every wall, right
next door, the worst ordeals that anyone could imagine, pain that was
ruthless and inescapably real, crying and suffering truly worthy of all
a man's defiance."
The novel ends inconclusively .
Zuckerman Agonistes is still hospital-bound, still fantasizing about
his future as a physician, yet still the
observer-writer, still bound to his
reclusiveness, still unaware of his
real motives.
But, then, does a writer need to
understand his motives in order to
write? Must a physician understand
his motives in order to heal? There
is a difference, of course. The writer
writes in order to define his world
more clearly, in order to discover
motives. The physician, on the other

hand, confronts the mysteries of
life, death, and healing every day,
but does not have to heal in order
to see clearly. Zuckerman recogn izes
this difference and defines it in
terms of doubt.
Zuckerman had a clear compound thought,
his first since the morning. Since leaving
New York. Maybe in eighteen months. He
thought : The doctors are all confidence.
the pornographers are all confidence. and .
needless to say . the oxlike young women
who now drive the limousines live far beyond the reach of doubt. While doubt is
half a writer's life. Two-thirds. Ninetenths . Another day . another doubt. The
only thing I never doubted was the doubt.

On the final page he seems appalled
that while this "digging away at
disease" was occurring in the hosp itals, he had allowed himself to
sit at a typewriter, isolated, sterilized .
He misunderstands, of course.
Writing is precisely the "digging
away at disease." Roth has proved
it. It's just that sometimes the rligging, both in medicine and in writing, does not produce healing. It
does, however, occasionally produce
an excellent novel like The Anatomy
Lesson.

••••

In Opposition
Only the sun leaving leaves color,
the last light bent out of light.
Through a window it flushes her forehead,
blush scorching her skin. In the dark house
the widow watches the sun's settee.
The waiting had weighted her mostmeekly to listen for feet bearing news of their knowledge,
sad condolences beating their faces. Her fire
burned its veins and caverns into wood;
she watched it mark across rings its own quick time.
"How sudden it was," they would say, and she would say "yes,"
and wish for sudden sunset.
Into the air between logs leaps the flame
and she waits, dark coal, to be lit by this gap.

Erin McClatchey
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Post-1984 Orwell
It Hasn't Happened Yet:
Could It Happen Here?
James Combs
The intrepid editor of this journal has rightly warned that anyone
who tries to talk about George Orwell and 1984 risks becoming part
of the stultifying overkill everyone
predicted for Orwell's year. And
there is no doubt that the occasion
has inspired too much journalistic
and academic rhetoric. But the impulse was irresistible.
Time did a cover story on Orwell
using the image of the ubiquitous
eye watching everyone. CBS did a
documentary hosted by Walter
Cronkite. Irving Howe edited a volume entitled 1984 Revisited to examine aspects of that "ominous
year." A "1984 Calendar" was marketed, marking the "day-by-day history of the increasing erosion of civil
liberties in the U.S." University and
humanities committees sponsored
conferences with titles such as "Premonitions and Perspectives from
1984."
And practically everybody (save
the Soviets, who once refused to display copies of 1984 and Animal Farm
at a Moscow book fair) claimed Orwell's hide-Norman Podhoretz
enlisted him in the ranks of the neoconservatives, the Village Voice in

James Combs teaches Political Science
at Valparaiso University. His latest
book, A Primer of Politics, (written
with Dan Nimmo), has just been published by Macmillan.
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If, as Luther urged, we should let God be God,
surely then we should let Orwell be Orwell.
the army of the New Left, and so on.
If, as Luther urged, we should let
God be God, and as James Watt
urged, let Reagan be Reagan, surely
then we should let Orwell be Orwell.
The difficulty is that, like God
and Reagan, Orwell is a symbolic
figure for whom a wide variety of
people can find uses . So an Orwell
boom for 1984 was unavoidable. If
the year threatens overkill, it also
provides an opportunity to reflect
a bit on that symbolic figure and
work that is now so much a part of
our language. Whatever else one
may say about Orwell, he hit a political nerve in modern man. It has
been said that one of the things that
distinguishes people in this century
from previous epochs is that we can
now imagine the unimaginable. The
Holocaust and Hiroshima gave us
examples of the unimaginable, and
the consequences of nuclear war
(e.g., the "nuclear winter") can be
imagined.
The importance of Orwell is that
he imagined for us, in terms so
graphic that no one could fail to
grasp what they meant, another
unimaginable horror: the possibility of complete political control of
the individual, to the extent that
every vestige of human dignity and
decency is eradicated. All of us living in the year 1984 would like to
believe that since Orwell's "Oceania"
of the novel has not yet completely
"arrived," now it's safe to go
back into the water. But Orwell's
famous explanation of his purpose
haunts us: "I do not believe that the
kind of society I describe necessarily
will arrive, but I believe
. that
something resembling it could
arrive."
Orwell's horrible tale is not here
and now, but the passage of the year
doesn't negate the now imaginable
post-modern fear that it could exist
there and then. Orwell sensed tendencies, trends, possibilities, and
precedents in modern totalitarianism and indeed advanced industrial

societies m general that if continued could lead to terrifying existential consequences for all of us.
Orwell's nightmare is one that has
yet to come true completely, but
we know enough of the world we
live in to see how it could. There is
enough of 1984 in 1984 for us to still
get the point, and take Orwell's
warning seriously. History has not
let us off the hook yet.

We should remember that
Orwell's Oceania is a
product of chaos- nuclear
war, unending mobilization
for war, economic
scarcity, the existence of
a subversive underground.
It is well to remember that Orwell's "Oceania" is a product of
chaos-nuclear war, permanent
mobilization for war, economic
scarcity, and the existence of a subversive underground . If there exists
today and tomorrow a "totalitarian
temptation," it will be so because of
the chaotic condition of the world.
Total chaos creates the conditions
for total control. Terrorism, war,
subversion, devastation, hungerthe whole grim litany of world conflicts and disasters could lead to
what Robert Heilbroner once called
"survival states," which blend military discipline and religious fervor.
Such states might be the result of
virtual necessity, but armed with
organization, technology, and political will could create something like
what Orwell envisioned.
If that is the case, then the student
of mass communication must ask
the question, what would be the role
of television and other forms of
popular communication in creating
and maintaining such a world? Orwell himself (as well as other famous
"dystopians" such as Aldous Huxley) envisioned "telescreens" everywhere that surveyed everyone and
constantly flowed with official disinformation. The protagonist of
The Cresset

The whole system of 1984 is based on the communication of an intricate network
of lies, and the infinite gullibility of people in believing that the lies are true.
1984, Winston Smith, works at the

Ministry of Truth dispensing lies.
The whole system in fact is based
on the communication of an intricate network of lies, and the infinite
gullibility of people in believing
them. "Doublethink" allows people
to believe in truths when reflection
would tell them they are lies : to believe that things are becoming more
plentiful when they are actually
more scarce, and to believe that life
has become better when actually it
has become worse. The power to
effectively communicate myths that
everyday experience contradicts is
awesome power indeed.
That power is enhanced by organizational and technological expertise. We now have satellites that can
read license plates in parking lots
from space. Phone company computers can tap into thousands of
phone conversations at once. Roving monitors from cable companies
can sense what TV show we are
watching at home, and how many of
us are watching. Orwellian "telescreens" are already used to observe
stores, shopping malls, and other
public places, and have now become
feasible for home TVs. There is
enough spying, surveillance, and
dossier-keeping in Western countries to make those who take Orwell
seriously uneasy.
Indeed, the uses of television for
the creation of a post-1984 total
state are wondrous. Orwell's vision
involved TV as an instrument of
political control, not only through
propaganda but also through diversion. For the telescreens involved
the subjects of Oceania in dramatic
pseudo-reality-a war, for example,
that may well not in fact be happening. In other words, a future totalitarian regime may discover the full
uses of TV to control populations
through entertainment. If you can't
provide much bread, maybe you
can rule by involving people in political dramas that satisfy their histrionic impulses.
March, 1984

The endless war in 1984 obsesses
the chastized Winston Smith near
the end of the book, and indeed the
mediated announcement of a stunning "victory" leads to his final,
complete conversion. So televised
political theater would have its uses
in convincing people to "love Big
Brother." The adroit use of such
mediated political dramas might
divert attention from the bleak realities, and cultivate the mass habit of
doublethink- that malevolence is
benevolence, scarcity is abundance,
and yes, that war is peace, freedom
is slavery , and ignorance is strength.
Indeed, the creation of massmediated Big Brother figures is now
technically possible. One recent
futuristic study of television predicted the appearance of "Animatons," composite electronic personalities with physical characteristics
selected through audience surveys,
and composed much like police
composite sketches. Such figures
will host news and entertainment
shows, and will change subtly in
response to changing moods and
events ; and like Big Brother, they
will never die, remaining forever
as televised pseudo-characters with
which people identify and whom
they trust. In such a "communica-

tion-state," political leaders, news
teams, and entertainers will all
converge in a kind of grand soap
opera enacted by Anima tons created
for purposes of vicarious diversion.
In such a world, Walter Cronkite
would never retire, Evita Peron
never die, and Yuri Andropov never
disappear.
Such a Grand Inquisitorial world ,
then , would be one of televised
"miracle, mystery, and authority ,"
in which the resources of mass communication would be used to teach
people to love their servitude. Yet
we recoil from the thought of such a
world coming about. How could
such a total state based on hate, fear,
lies, and regimentation survive?
Would not some divine spark in
man defeat such a demonic power?
Is all that we have to look forward
to eternal degradation , or as Orwell
puts it, "If you want a picture of the
future, imagine a boot stamping on
a human face-forever"? Well, we
shall see. Orwell's warning is not
prophecy yet in 1984, but there is
just enough of it around to make
people wonder what 2084 will be
like.
Orwell endures because he helped
to dispel the myth of inevitable
progress that provided one of the
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We may avoid 1984 by
being forewarned of it.
essential underpinnings of both liberal and Marxist ideology. As we
have discussed here, he also helped
dispel the notion that mass communication would necessarily make
politics and government all the
more humane and benevolent. T he
government of Oceania does not
fail to communicate with its subjects, but the process could hardly
be called benign. The power to
communicate is still power, and can
be used for the good or evil purposes we associate with politics.
The startling innovations of our
age-atomic energy, lasers, rocketry,
and so on-have been put to both
pragmatic and demonic uses, so we
have no reason to expect that electronic communication should be
any different. In that sense, Orwell's
vision is crude and outdated: the
totalitarian possibilities of the postindustrial technologies have outrun
imagination. The architects of a
future totalitarianism will work in
the Silicone Valleys of the world.
What makes Orwell still relevant
is not so much the details of his
imagined state, nor the fact that
what he imagined didn't arrive "on
time." Rather it was and is his articulation of the totalitarian spirit. 1984
will remain a classic because it captures the demonic political logic of
a state gone mad, motivated by the
lust for total power, and armed with
the organizational machinery to
enforce it.
Those who fear that such political
madness is inherent in some of the
megatrends of advanced industrial
societies can point to this or that
event or process as evidence, not the
least of which is the concentrated
power of the mass media. Orwell's
portrait of today may help us avert
the worst case of what tomorrow
might be, but let us not congratulate ourselves too confidently just
yet. The corruptions of post-industrial , electronically-wired power
may still yet corrupt, and if absolute,
corrupt absolutely.
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Terrorism is likely to
remain and even increase.

Looking Terror

rest of this century. I think that one
can assume rational , if sometimes
ideologically-framed, decisions by
the major nuclear powers. These
actors put a very high priority on
the avoidance of any direct military
confrontation, especially one involving nuclear weapons.
What the world will see with growing frequency over the next few
years is what military scholars and
professionals coolly label "low-intensity conflict." The bombings of
the American embassy and the U .S.
Marines' barracks in Lebanon qualify as low-intensity conflict. The
present conflicts in Afghanistan,
Chad, Cambodia, El Salvador, and
Northern Ireland can also be
counted as low intensity. In other
words, low-intensity conflict includes what the media usually label
as acts of terrorism , subversion, and
guerrilla warfare.

In the Face
Terrorism Is a More
Immediate Threat than
Nuclear Annihilation
Albert R. Trost
In the wake of The Day After, Carl
Sagan, and the massive anti-nuclear
demonstrations in West Germany,
there is an alertness to the horrors
and the danger of nuclear war
among Americans that has not
existed in our mass public for over
twenty years. There is no denying
the horrible consequences of a limited or a general nuclear war for
innocent populations or for the environment. There is also no denying the possibility of an accidental
nuclear strike, or some provocation
with nuclear weapons by irrational
international actors .
It is courageous and proper for
the American Catholic bishops and
other church leaders around the
world to address the morality of the
use of nuclear weapons. However,
in terms of probability, the nuclearwar scenario is quite low compared
to other forms of threat and violence
that will confront us through the

Albert R. Trost is chat"rman of the
Department of Political Science at Valparaiso University and a regular commentator for The Cresset on national
and international affairs.

If the 1950s and 1960s
were the decades in which
g~errilla warfare became
familiar to us, terrorism
has been the prototypical
form of recent violence.
If the 1950s and the 1960s were the
decades in which guerrilla warfare
became a familiar concept to Americans, reaching a peak with our involvement in Vietnam, terrorism
has been the prototypical form of
political violence since the early
1970s. Americans have had several
tragic reminders of this in the last
six months. Terrorism is not likely
to go away as an international phenomenon. In fact, as a form of political violence directed at the United
States, its government, and its citizens, the gloomy forecast is that it
will be even more with us as we
move to the end of the century.
There are international systemic
reasons as well as trends in American policy which increase the likelihood of terrorism affecting us.
Depending on one's mood and on
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Liberal democracies like the United States provide tempting targets for the
terrorists because they can be assured of wide and open publicity for their acts.
which expert on terrorism one has
most recently read, the list of international trends and features of our
world which promote terrorism
could be long. I would like to identify three such characteristics of the
international system, not because
they are the only ones, but ·because
I believe they are important ones
that we do not have the ability to fix
quickly. We should be concerned
about them, address them, but to an
extent, learn to live with them and
the resulting phenomenon of terrorism. The three international factors are: the attraction of terrorism
as a surrogate for higher-intensity
forms of conflict; the persistence of
poverty, injustice, and frustration
with existing economic and political
systems; and the availability of instantaneous, world-wide communications systems.
Many experts in international relations and national-security policy
believe that to the extent that the
nuclear powers see the consequences
of nuclear war or even general conventional war as unacceptable, they
will be inclined to use force at a less
risky, lower level of intensity. Terrorism also has the advantage that
because it involves very small numbers of unconventional fighters, the
identity of the sponsoring power
can be hidden, where desired . The
attractions of terrorism as an instrument of policy for the Soviet Union,
the United States, Israel, Iran, and
countless other states have been too
overwhelming to deny. Though the
evidence would seem to suggest that
small powers use terrorism more
than the great powers, and that the
great powers prefer to use it by
means of surrogates rather than directly, even the United States (if
Congressional committees and former U .S. intelligence officers can be
believed) has dabbled in sponsoring
terrorism.
To this date, terrorism as an alternative instrument of policy to
more general war has more potential
March, 1984

than actual use. Too much can be
made, as it has been in Claire Sterling's The Terror Network, of greatpower sponsorship of terrorism and
the existence of an international
terrorist network and conspiracy.
Because of at least two other features of the present international
system, terrorism would thrive even
without the fear of general war.
For one thing, terrorism is a tactic
of influence used by the weak. If it
were possible to win a war, an election, or even a lobbying struggle
outright, most groups behind terrorist acts would choose these more
direct means to power and control. Terrorism is a long, costly, and
indirect path to the achievement of
political objectives by the terrorist
groups. Terrorism only creates fear
or terror if it is successful. The climate of terror is only one step along
the route to the achievement of
some other political goal.

There have always been
unrepresented, poor, and
oppressed people in the
world, but terrorism
is a relatively modern
concept and tactic.
For instance, the terrorism in
Lebanon that was targeted at the repsentatives of the United States had
as a longer-range goal to bring home
to the American people the costs of
being involved in peace-keeping in
Lebanon. Lying further down the
road for many terrorist groups operating in Lebanon is the destruction
of the present Lebanese government,
and perhaps the whole state. The
ultimate goal may be a new nation, ·a
new government, or a client state of
another power. The terrorist groups
in Lebanon do not have the power to
achieve any of these goals directly.
All they can do is create terror in
Lebanon, and perhaps in the United
States.
Similarly, the cause of a socialist,
republican, united Ireland is not

very popular in the Republic of Ireland, and certainly not likely to get
a warm response from the majority
in Northern Ireland. With no prospect of directly realizing its goal , the
Irish Republican Army engages in
terrorism. The same weak position
and tactical choice face Islamic fundamentalists in Egypt, other national
and religious minorities around the
world, extreme right and left-wing
activists in liberal democracies, and
small, poor nations and the oppressed in any place on the globe.
There have always been unrepresented, poor, and oppressed people
in the world, but terrorism is a relatively modern concept and tactic.
The critical element in the modern
international system that gives terrorism some chance of influence is
the availability of an instantaneous
and global communications network. In order for a people or a
government to be terrorized, they
need to know of the existence of terrorist groups and terrorist acts. Before radio, television, and satellites,
what organized political terrorism
there was could usually be found in
large cities or capitals where word
of mouth or printed forms of communication could be expected to
reach the target population quickly.
Though there still seems to be a
preference for places where media
correspondents gather-Paris, New
York City, Beirut, London, Rome,
and Belfast-our communications
technology makes any city, town, or
airliner a potential site for a terrorist act. Liberal democracies like the
United States provide tempting targets for the terrorists because they
can be assured of wide and open
publicity for their acts. Such exposure, and hence the possibility for
creating a climate of fear, is less
likely in a nation which controls or
stymies its press. Also, it is only in
liberal democracies where a terrified
population could bring pressure to
bear on their government. The population of the Soviet Union is an
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There are certain features of current American foreign and national-security
policy that make us a particularly likely and vulnerable target for terrorism.
unlikely target for any terrorist effort, unless one includes the activities of the Soviet state itself.
The influence of the preceding
three international systemic factors
alone guarantees that the United
States will bear more than its share
of terrorist attacks. We are close to
the center of the world-wide communications network. We have a
free press. The United States is perceived by much of the world to be
the holder and controller of many
scarce resources, like wealth, power,
and technology. However, there are
some features of current American
foreign and national-security policy
that make us an even more likely
and vulnerable target.

It may be that terrorism
is simply a cost that
the United States will
have to pay because we
are rich and powerful and, in some eyes, selfish.
The most obvious feature of current American policy that promotes
terrorism against us is our active
involvement in new arenas of conflict, particularly the stationing of
troops in these areas. Lebanon is
only the most obvious instance. Our
troops in West Germany and Britain
take on new significance as targets
because of our activist policy of nuclear defense in Europe. Honduras
and El Salvador are also examples
of vulnerability to terrorism. In addition, our activist foreign policy
makes it easier for our opponents
to brand us with the label of imperialists. In general, the flexing
of our military muscle reinforces
the simplistic idea that we really
are a holder and controller of world
power.
Our partial withdrawal of financial support from some parts of the
United' Nations system and our partial withdrawal from an international resource-allocating activity
such as the Law of the Sea Agree-
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ment give the impression that we
are not sufficiently concerned with
the poor and the oppressed of the
world.
Finally, the rhetoric of the current Administration in Washington
frequently seems to suggest that we
are abandoning the causes of equal
distribution of resources and the
self-determination of peoples, causes
dear to the hearts of many of the
groups that terrorists claim to represent. Sometimes this rhetoric borders on Social Darwinism, other
times it simply ignores the symbols
that appeal to the poor and the op-

pressed minont1es of the world.
These features of our current
policy could be altered. But not all
factors conducive to terrorism are
that amenable to change. It may be
that terrorism is simply a cost that
the United States will have to pay
because we are rich and powerfuland, some would say, selfish. In any
case, terrorism is an evil which is
with us . We have the power to partially ameliorate its effect upon us,
but that is all. It would be nice if a
more optimistic conclusion were
available in the early stages of a new
year.

••
••

Lenten Walk
The brown oak leaves still hang on the trees
and the long prairie grass, like the combed hair
of a sleeping princess, waits between us and summer.
The air comes fanned over small mounds of snow
like gusts of chill that greet the first
to open an ice house on a hot day in August.
Not knowing what to expect, we dress for winter,
hoping for spring: the sun is warm and we open our coats.
The baby son of last year (for whom I waited every two steps
to ten) now circles mine time and time,
grouting every single patch of leaves on the ground.
By the lake-Big Water, he shouts,
naming the place as ours. Forever.
On the ordo, the day is Herbert's,
otherwise the silent slipping of February into March.
And as we walk this last February morning
on the soft fields, nature herself takes a risk,
bringing June early.
And I think on young George Herbert, lying all night
on that cold floor in Bemerton, frightened
to death of the vows he would take on the morrow,
planting himself in silence, trusting to take hold.
And I think on the homecoming of the way any life
takes hold, the ways our lives have taken hold,
and on the way this little child of mine
can still ask to be carried, can still let me kiss him
and not wipe the kiss off his cheek.
Travis Du Priest
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La Grande Illusion and Under Fire both show
the merging of personal and collective destinies.

Foreground and
Background in
Historical Films
Richard Maxwell
Most historical films share a simple formula . The formula is exemplified by a passage from Gone With
The Wind, described in Pierre Sorlin's The Film in History:
Scarlett. looking for the doctor. arrives at
the station; we have her ph otograph ed in
medium shot and . while running. back
turned to us. she passes corpses. wounded
men. stretchers ; as we are looking at th e
scene from her point of view. we do not
focus on th e dead bod ies .... Suddenly we
are looking from another pers pective; Scarlett is outside. and a .bird's-eye view shows
the squ are filled with the wounded . Th e
camera . mov ing slowly off. reveals a hu ge
ex panse covered with thousand s of bodies .
la id everywhere. even on the rails; now we
hear moans a nd ca ll s. whereas earlier th e
soundtrack had been muffled a nd indistinct.1

Historical films like Gone With The
Wind tell stories of extraordinary
individuals whose lives are played
out against a background of actual
political and military events. Occasionally the individual's fate is connected with that of the world he
1

Th e Film in History: Restaging the Past
(Bas il Blackwell : O xford , 1980 ). pp. 110111.

Richard Maxwell teaches English at
Valparaiso University and serves as
regular Film critic for The Cresset.
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inhabits. Personal and collective
destinies merge. Supposedly. How
much meaning can a trick of perspective carry? Though most historical films insist on a connection
between foreground and background, the connection is typically
awkward or ill thought-out; vacuity
is disguised by spectacle.
Sorlin, history professor at the
University of Paris, acknowledges
the weaknesses of the historical film
as a genre. All the same, he insists,
these movies have a certain value
for the jaundiced viewer. Sorlin sees
the film itself as a kind of foreground event, whose background
is not the time when the movie is
set but the time when it was made.
We can see the dangers of this idea
by following Sorlin's discussion of
La Grande Illusion; we can see its
uses by touching on the recent
American film Under Fire.
La Grande Illusion (1937) is Renoir's film about a World War I prison camp. Pierre Fresnay, Jean Gabin, and Marcel Dalio play French
soldiers (Boeldieu, Marechal, and
Rosenthal) captured by the Germans. Eventually they end up on a
fortress overseen by one Rauffenstein (Erich von Stroheim, in a role
designed for him). There is a curious affinity between Rauffenstein
and Boeldieu : both are professional
warrior-dandies who recognize that
their time-their era-is past. Rauffenstein confides his secret thoughts
to Boeldieu as he can to no one else.
Eventually he is forced to shoot and
kill Boeldieu, who has created a diversion in the camp so that Marechal
and Rosenthal can escape. Despite
his veneer of coldness-or because
of it?-Boeldieu has sacrificed himself for his two "common" friends:
the working-class soldier and the
bourgeois Jewish soldier. The story
of these four men suggests a shift in
French society. To put the point in
the terms used above, the historical
background of La Grande Illusion is
the foreground writ large.

Such, at any rate, was Renoir's
intention. Sorlin is not impressed.
He writes, "I find the story thirdrate and unconvincing, but the film
nevertheless interests me enormously because, through the shots· and
the editing, it reveals attitudes and
feelings that contradict the point of
view expressed in the dialogue." In
an ingenious analysis, Sorlin then
tries to show that La Grande Illusion
expresses a sort of pre-World War II
Gallic chauvinism. The French
prisoners are shown as cleverer than
the Russian and the English. Negative traits associated with the French
are displaced onto these other
groups, as when it is the English who
are shown prancing about in women's clothes during a camp revue.
(We thought the French were effeminate; it is really the English who
are effeminate.) The script treats the
Germans with as much understanding as the other groups, but the actual film shows them as automatons
-confirming another nationalistic
cliche under the guise of international pacifism.

La Grande Illusion is
Renoir's film about a
World War I prison camp.
Ultimately, Sorlin claims, "the
ideal of La Grande Illusion is an enclosed universe, protected from the
outside, where a narrow and welldefined task is performed." The
fantasy of a secure existence amid
the hardships of war was to have its
fulfillment in the French resistance,
which Sorlin presents as almost
willed abdication of responsibility
on the part of a nation. Conquered
by the Nazis, the French could play
at heroism without suffering on the
epic scale of other countries. This
is the dream embodied in the exploits of Boeldieu, Marechal, and
Rosenthal-indeed in the film generally.
It is easy to disagree with Sorlin's
criticisms. Anyone who doubts the
27

The presence in Under Fire of three strong Hollywood personalities does much
to emphasize the film 's interest in celebrityhood and its relation to power.
wonderful craftsmanship of La
Grande Illusion might look at Alexander Sesonske's Jean Renoir, the
definitive book on its subject. 2 Time
and again, Sorlin distorts the brilliant details highlighted in Sesonske.
For example, Sorlin argues: "The
last appearance of the British is
when they change camps. You may
have noticed something strange
about this scene: the officer who
tries to explain to the English that
there is a tunnel all ready to escape
through is the one who does not
speak English, and the one who
speaks English, and who is right
next to him, says nothing." For Sorlin, th is is one more instance where
the French are shown as superior to
the English. The English are denied
the escape tunnel contrived by the
French, as if they weren't good
enough to deserve it, and this denial
is emphasized by a moment that
makes no psychological sense, that
betrays its actual meaning in its
apparent incoherence.
As Sesonske shows, however, the
film's mixture of languagesFrench, English, German, even Russian-recurs throughout. Moreover,
the officer who doesn't know English but tries to explain the existence
of the tunnel is Gabin/Marechal :
the impulsive, generous, workingclass character who directly defies
the Germans on other occasions in
this movie. And the officer who
knows English but doesn't speak is
Fresnay/Boeldieu, the cold dandy
who habitually holds himself in
reserve-giving away nothing until
his spectacular gulling of Rauffenstein. Pace Sorlin, the two characters
behave as they do for reasons evident to any sympathetic spectator.
Sorlin seems curiously perverse
when discussing La Grande Illusion.
He circumvents the film's intention,
craftsmanship, and artistic achieve2

Jean R enoir: Th e French Films, 1924·1 939
(Harv ard University Press : Cambridge.
Mass .. 1980 ).
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ment. By this means he aspires to
turn the film into an object of study:
a symptom of a mass delusion , if
you will. Renoir claims to be telling
a story about World War l-and by
implication about the twentieth century. Sorlin refuses to be distracted
by this proposed mediation. Rather
than a means of understanding the
century, La Grande Illusion becomes
a part of it, less a self-contained artwork than a piece of historical evidence.

Under Fire describes
the fall of the Somoza
regime in Nicaragua.
I am skeptical-that's obvious, I
hope- but I also have to admit that
Sorlin's position has its strengths.
Who has not suspected something a
little too easy, too crowd-pleasing,
about sections of Renoir's great
film? (Renoir moved on: cf. the less
comforting La Regle du feu a few
years later. Wonder what Sorlin
would make of that one?) How pleasant if we could learn this way of
historical thinking without wanting
to become iconoclasts- to destroy
any aesthetic construct whose beauty
might be distracting. What we need
in thinking about historical movies
is a Sorlin who doesn't throw out the
film with the bath water.
Let me step into Sorlin's role. I
don't want to rewrite his essay on
La Grande Illusion; one would have
to know a good deal about France in
the 1930s to make a success of such
a project. Under Fire emerges from
a culture nearer at hand. The movie,
which circulated in fall of 1983, describes the fall of the Somoza government in Nicaragua as seen through
the eyes of three American journalists (Nick Nolte, Gene Hackman,
and Joanna Cassidy).
The central character is Nolte. A
daring news photographer, he gains
an international reputation. The
Sandinistas kidnap him in order to
perpetrate a lie. Their charismatic

leader is dead: Nolte must take a
photograph of him so that he will
seem to be alive. Because of his sympathy with the guerillas Nolte agrees
to the plan. Hackman suspects what
Nolte has done, but is killed in a
bizarre, spur-of-the-minute shooting by Somoza's troops. Between
Nolte's fake photograph and Hackman's real death (also photographed
by Nolte) the fall of the Somoza
government is hastened.
Under Fire does two things pretty
well. In the foreground, it tells a
story about a journalistic dilemma
(do you suppress news which would
strengthen a particularly nasty
government?); in the background it
presents the spectacle of a disintegrating state. The movie is especially good at this second task. I
don't recall having seen a film where
the stages by which a regime loses
control are so nicely adumbrated.
However, Under Fire is most striking for an unstated assumption.
Seldom has a film-at least a film
not directed by Bob Fosse-turned
on the subject of stardom so completely. The political star- the irreplaceable guerilla leader- and
the showbiz star-Hackman, possessor of an important job on network
news- both die. Both deaths are
transfigured, as it were, by Nolte's
photographs. The presence in the
film of three strong Hollywood personalities does much to emphasize
this interest in celebrityhood and its
relation to power.
I have made the movie appear
clever, but in some ways the cleverness is superficial. For one thing,
the Sandinista movement does not
seem to have succeeded by means
of a Castro-style leader; the story of
the dead revolutionary who must
be thought alive is a bit fatuous. We
think to ourselves: the movie has
made a mistake. It has translated
one kind of politics into another. It
has betrayed its own insularity. The
concentration on North American
suffering in a Latin American counThe Cresset

Any histo.rical narrative
has its cultural biases.
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try with problems of its own calls
for the same sort of criticism. These
handsome Americans are glorified
for facing dangers that the Nicaraguans live or die with as a matter
of course.
Under Fire's best scene acknowledges these difficulties. Cassidy,
who has been Hackman's lover and
is now Nolte's, hears of the former's
death . Nolte, meanwhile, has disappeared: since he photographed
his friend's shooting, the government troops are pursuing him. Cassidy arrives at a medical enclave
where wounded or dying people are
being treated. Like Scarlett O'Hara
in Gone With The Wind, she makes
her way through the bodies. A TV
screen in the background reports
Hackman's demise. A nurse asks
Cassidy if she knew the deceased
reporter, whose end has caused such
a furor up north. The nurse comments, almost as a throwaway remark, "maybe we should have killed
an American reporter years ago."3
Like other historical films, Under
Fire posits a foreground whose relation to its background is problematic. We are tempted to react only
like Sorlin: to analyze the film as a
piece of self-indulgence, flattering
for a certain kind of liberal, "enlightened" audience. Then something changes. The disjunction between foreground-the three American reporters-and backgroundthe revolution which they reportbecomes a discussable subject, an
issue integrated into the movie.
I like this twist. While any view
of history has limits-while any historical narrative has roots in cultural bias-there are times when the
bias can be turned against itself.
Sorlin's good book would be better
were he able to acknowledge this
possibility. No less than historians,
historical films can be intelligent
about their own failings.

••
••

3

Q uote not guaranteed exact. I saw the film
several months ago.
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Rafting Upstream
Charles Vandersee
Dear Editor:
Do you remember that Alexis
de Tocqueville, when he discovered
the New World, took note of the
short life of American ships? This
is in chapter eight of his second
volume:
I accost an American sailor and inquire
why the ships of his country are built so as
to last for only a short time ; he a nswers
without hesitation that the art of navigation is every day making such rapid progress that the finest vessel wou ld become
almost useless if it lasted beyond a few
years.

The year that Tocqueville visited
the United States, traveling 7,000
miles, closely watching and listening, was 1831. A new ship in the next
decade could not have had a gasoline engine, and the hydrofoil was
70 years in the future. "Rapid progress" did not, in other words, mean
that every year or so naval architects and engineers produced what
today we call a "technological
breakthrough."
Not long ago, when working on
an intermediate composition course,

Charles Vandersee, who came to Dogwood by way of Crown Point, Indiana,
teaches English at the University of
Virginia.

Students come to college
not possessing a raft.
I began thinking of these old days.
Most of the students I meet come to
college modestly intending to cross
one river or two, saving life's great
wide ocean for later-or never. As
writers , they come lugging a sort of
inflatable rubber raft with five air
compartments. In writing, if you
inflate all five compartments, you
have, so to speak, an essay serviceable enough for calm water. Your
essay has an opening paragraph,
three development paragraphs, and
a conclusion.
Most students who come to most
colleges don't possess such a rafthaven't even a few Huck Finn logs
lashed together, and can't even locate the river. I know this to be true
from talking with English professors
elsewhere, and from reading about
the dismal life of our times, so I am
properly thankful for the ugly rubber rafts that pass beneath my gaze.
Even so, a problem exists. The
technology of the rubber raft is at a
dead end. You get nowhere by trying to add a compartment or finding
a faster way to blow it up. It is a
slow, lumbering, clumsy way of
boating. You can't move easily within a raft; you aren't high enough to
see where you're going; and you
appear terribly makeshift and inexpert to anyone on shore.
But if you look for the modern,
streamlined craft that you need, you
discover hundreds of catalogs with
thousands of options. By this I mean
that publishers and bookstores have
a bewildering number of "how to"
manuals on the subject of good
writing. And every year a dozen
more come out, as the ads in College
English and PMLA make amply
plain.
It is not that each year an experienced composition teacher makes
a breakthrough in the teaching of
writing. In fact, we are still in Tocqueville's self-deceiving America
of 1831, where ships are improving
but minds are not. i'\ new book may
be graphically more colorful, but
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not necessarily an improvement. It
presents the same old skills, old
verities, old and long-perfected
strategies.
The chief reason, I think, for this
bogus novelty, this annual flotilla
of designer texts, is that Americans
crave, or think they crave, totality.
Comprehensiveness. All there is to
know. This year's holistic view of
writing is surely larger-and therefore better-than last year's, and
therefore the one I want.
But we do not want newness, and
we do not want a surfeit of information and advice. Just as I, at this
moment, composing with a WordStar program at a GBC System 9
screen, do not want or need the
three-inch-thick WordStar manual
resting at my elbow on the window
sill of a library study in Dogwood,
Virginia. I am not even sure that I
will need for quite a while everything on the neat 8 1/ 2 x 11 WordStar "reference card" that condenses
the main operations.
What writers need is repeated
practice with just a few plain instructions that can fit on a sheet the
size of a WordStar reference card.
I have a conviction on this. One reason is that I know the vacant feeling
of contemplating a three-inch manual. Much of the information I won't
need, and much of the special terminology I'll never use. Just as an
undergraduate does not need a
manual of usage phrased in the
foreign language of philologists.
"Avoid placing a lengthy modifier
within a verb phrase."
The way you learn to write really
well is to sit down with the few guidelines that good writers have always
followed, though often quite unconsciously. Meditate upon them; use
them as a checklist whenever writing; go back over the paper, when
finished, to check once again. And
write a lot. And, of course, read a lot.
Again, I am thinking here of the
student, bored with the rubber raft,
who has at least managed to locate a
nice stretch of tidewater river. I
have little to say about the student
wandering in from the boulevard,
without compass or Leatherstocking
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guide, facing a forbidding woods
before finding the wide river where
he will probably tread water for four
tiring years.
I myself am a sort of rubber raft
student when it comes to word processing. For years I've used my secretary's IBM Selectric III typewriter, rather than your basic number two pencil, when wanting to do
some quick, letter-perfect work. And
then, in addition, we acquired in the
office a couple of years ago an electronic message system, with keyboard, screen, and printer. Tied in
to our big Hewlett-Packard computer ("mainframe," I suppose is the
expression), this message system
had an editing program built into
it, and I enjoyed fooling around,
getting my own secret access code
and sending rafts of unnecessary
messages to other people at the University. WordStar is therefore more
of a new boat than a child's first bewildering sight of a water craft.

Writer, once you have
your information
available and have begun
moving with a sense of
grace, be decisive
in what you say.
But back to the point. Can one
condense the principles of good
writing to just a "few guidelines,"
even for the rubber raft student?
Well, maybe one ought to try. Any
teacher of writing knows the snags
encountered most frequently out
there on the shifting water. Let me,
therefore, work from the most frequent defects I notice among students who already know how to
write. But who are clumsy, uncomfortable, and inefficient, and whose
writing is therefore a pain to read.
1. Writer, please give information: facts, names, statistics, data,
quotations from knowledgeable people. Use numbers: if you've written
a page without two or three dates,
counts, percentages, prices, or sizes,
you probably don't know enough yet
about what you're discussing or
haven't tried to domesticate a wild
abstraction. Get information; you

can't write without it.
One example : In composing at the
screen, I don't have Tocqueville at
hand. I vaguely remember the passage-and wasn't the year 1830? Before turning on my Epson printer I
will have looked up the chapter
number and exact words for the
ships that he found so significant,
and I will use that information. It
carries authority. It signifies that
you can trust me; I've looked it up .
What a writer wishes above all is to
be trusted- and admired. Accurate
information is essential for trust.
2. To be admired, writer, you
want grace, and this means the
clumsy raft has to go. Even in business reports, when directness is
important, and in sermons to the
aged or somnolent, when clarity
and repetition have value, you can't
really get by with the five compartments : bland introduction, three
points, and summation. Grace often
means opening with an interesting
story. Or a statement calculated to
surprise-gently, not with the idiotic vigor of a child saying "Boo!"
A quotation or an allusion or a piece
of pertinent data, to be picked up
later, will serve well.
Grace then means sailing along
smoothly, not plodding or portaging. You are plodding when all your
elements are the same, as the distance between plodding footsteps
is the same. Your sentences are the
same construction . Your sentences
are the same length. Your paragraphs are the same construction .
Your paragraphs are the same
length. Your reader has the suspicion of a very long journey ahead.
Your reader feels an unpleasant sensation. It is the sensation of a rubber
raft deflating and settling into the
mud.
3. Writer, once you have your
information available and have begun moving with a sense of grace ,
be decisive in what you say. Tell us
pretty quickly your main point.
Everything else then has a way of
arranging itself. Make sure that
your main point isn't, however,
your only superlative. All the way
along you need to point out what's
The Cresset

most urgent, most often overlooked,
most surprising, most necessary to

remember. Some compartments of
your vessel are larger than others;
some information is privileged, and
certain facts are more important
than certain others. Don 't hesitate
to repeat and remind, for emphasis.
But avoid superlatives that are
stupid. These are as common and
useless as dead sticks in a swamp,
since they destroy trust rather than
aid progress. Here are two: "The
greatest treason [is] to do the right
deed for the wrong reason." "Nothing could be further from the truth."
4. Dear writer, avoid also all the
other stupid expressions that prevent you from thinking. It is almost
axiomatic that when a familiar cluster of words presents itself to the
page, without passing through the
mind, the next appropriate step is
to strike out that group of words.
From an issue of Newsweek that happens to be at hand (Jan . 2, 1984), I
lift these expressions that show the
contamination of the streams we
play in daily: "drop in the bucket,"
"sitting ducks," "cherished memory," "tipped the scales," "bare
essentials," "widespread agreement," "rapt attention," "made a
poor showing," "destined to remain," "playing a prominent role ,"
"to make matters worse," "no end in
sight."
These are not the voices of hapless
Americans, "the man in the street,"
being quoted, made to sound empty-headed. This is the serious narrative rhetoric of New York journalism, in a season when New Year's
resolutions have obviously not been
made. It is no wonder people neither
admire nor trust what they read ,
but, like victims of a sewer backup,
agree tacitly to tolerate what can't
be helped. On page 48 of the same
issue you are expected to tolerate
some preposterous harvest-time
wizardry in a story on AT & T: "Independents stand to reap a huge
windfall."
5. Finally, dear writer, go back
over the territory. Do not admire
the glassy surface of the river or
rest your eyes on either bank. Do as
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Mark Twain was compelled to do
by Captain Bixby: study the current, the sandbars, the half-submerged wrecks, the route from start
to finish that your essay or article
or report has covered. You want the
reader to sense that the direction
and pace were sure and inevitable;
only you, the pilot, know what the
risks and maneuvers were.
That inevitability requires subtle
turns of the wheel-what rhetoricians call "transitional elements."
In the particular little voyage about
to be completed, I look back and
note the following: "in other words,"
"even so," "by this I mean," "in
fact," "one reason is," "in addition,"
and the whole collection of essential little one-word links: "this,"
"these," "again," "but," "therefore,"
"though," "or," "then," "however,"

and so forth. There is a connection
here with grace; sailing is the act of
proceeding smoothly, not a wild
darting off in all directions, reaching for useless dead sticks.
The only other thing to remember, for the raft-equipped writer,
is this: Eschew metaphors. Especially extended ones. Concentrate
on the five matters already mentioned: information, grace, emphasis, cleanliness, and continuity.
Avoid the preternatural and the
ingenious. If God had wanted us to
cross rivers by speeding high in the
air over them, instead of laboriously
using the water itself, he would have
created (for Adam to make cars out
of) trees that have branches with
big feathers.
From Dogwood, faithfully yours ,

c.v.

c:

Patmos
A hand of water mirrors my dry mouth.
Sight leaps back on itself-if I should bend
this cupped glass close to a prism, sight would slip
the bolt through to my fingers just beneath,
locked in sun-fragments.
But what light, split from its incandescent white
to 0 purple and 0 lavender, the colors
of shadow on water just off the cliffs
when the sun breaks under the waves and reappears, crowned!
As a seagull allows
the wind to tilt him back, press, sweep him
over the dun cliff, over the tree and the scraggling
hill, over the crag that torments him (pricking
the sky each day, daring trespass)-he,
like a thief
dropping over the broken-bottle-rimmed wall, swings
with the wind over, and finds the same
scraggling down the hill there, a solitary tree,
and dun cliffs breaking the jeweled mirror! have seen
the whole island mirrored, framed by unbroken blue.
The water bends it close to hold me prismed.
I cannot forget the other side while I am here,
or this side there; I cannot remember truly, anymore,
which side is here.

Erin McClatchey
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The Last
Word
ODD DODD
DDDDDDD
DDDDDDD
ODD DODD
ODD DODD

------------Liking the Unalike

Dot Nuechterlein
How do you feel about people
who are different from you? Notice
the word is "feel," not "think." This
is the sort of gut-level response,
often caught from parents, over
which we may have little control
and which may stay with us forever.
Identity and self-conception are
made up of two parts-coming to
know ourselves as like some persons
or groups, and as different from
others. For various reasons some
feel more comfortable than others
do in dealing with those outside
their natural affiliations.
My own reaction to personal differences is basically favorable. Perhaps this is because from earliest
childhood I have carried a sense of
myself that emphasized contrast
rather than similarity. My parents
raised six children, and a more
diverse collection of personalities
could hardly be found. While we
bear certain resemblances, we were
encouraged to find and use our own
God-given talents, and we were not
expected to be copies of one another.
Besides that, however, I was a
P.K., a Preacher's Kid, by definition
different from most of my associates.
My parents were educated, city-bred
people with a meager income but
decidedly upper-middle-class tastes
and values, whereas the farmer folk
in Dad's rural parishes had preferences quite at variance from ours.
So I grew up like a symphony violin
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in a world of country fiddles . Childhood habits linger on, and more
often than not I have steered my
own course rather than trying too
hard to be one of a crowd.
Since I don't expect anyone to be
like me, it is no surprise that over
the years my closest friends have
been individuals who are, well, individual. It is a great kick for me to
try to understand what makes others
think and act like they do, to look
at the world through their eyes. And
so I appreciate those who are able
and willing to share themselves as
they are, not as they imagine I or
someone else might want them to be.
One of my all-time favorite
friends is male , another is female.
The three of us have different educational levels, religious backgrounds, and ethnic traditions; one
was born in another country. I am a
dozen years younger than the one,
two decades older than the other.
Both of them are urbanites (although
one would be happy out in the wilds
somewhere), while I am a small
town person. We share some interests, but each has a number of separate activities, and our biographies
have not been at all similar.
So why do I enjoy them so much?
Because they are both always genuinely themselves. Because we can
exchange views about many things,
agreeing often but not troubled
when we don't. Because they are
dynamically alive, unafraid to explore something new. And because
they both care a great deal about
other people and have warm relationships with many others besides
me. I never get to see either of these
special persons anymore, but both
have brought extra dimensions to
my life, and I treasure the fact that
they call me friend.
Another friend is someone who
seems about as opposite to me as
possible. Our reason for meeting
was academic, but our interaction

was largely personal; for several
months we discussed politics, religion, sports, crime, war, entertainment, you name it. Yet I am a midlife white woman from Middle
America while he is a young black
man from the inner city. Having
had few life experiences in common,
our ideas and attitudes came from
different perspectives, and we had
a lot to talk about. Whether he
gained anything of scholastic value
from all of this is hard to determine,
but I believe we each learned a
thing or two of importance.
Once when we entered an offcampus restaurant someone made
an unpleasant remark, and we had
a serious, meaningful conversation
about race and our society. He had
a very matter-of-fact attitude about
himself and his situation; there was
no chip on that shoulder, no hostility toward whites in general because
some treat him and his people unfairly. He had a quiet self-confidence not often found in someone
his age. I admired his determination to adjust to the white world as
far as possible, but to remain essentially himself.
Through shared laughter and
pain and mutual respect we had a
rare opportunity to create the means
for crossing boundaries that so often
separate humans, and in the end I
was convinced that different as we
may seem by nearly every measure,
at heart this young man and I are
indeed much alike.
From these and other friendships
I have made a startling discovery :
when I spend time with and get past
the surface with someone different
from me I begin to see our commonality, while the more I learn about
one who is most like me, the more I
find out how divergent our attitudes and opinions can be.
I think I just may spend the rest
of my life examining this intriguing
insight in greater detail.
Cl
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